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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
Seismic refraction experiments have been used extensively in the past
thirty five years in investigations of the structure of the oceanic crust. The
longer range of the refraction or wide angle reflection technique, on the
order of tens of kilometers, permits a deeper and wider area of examination,
although with less resolution, than the spatially limited seismic reflection
experiment. Observations of arrivals from the Mohorovicic discontinuity, at an
average depth of seven ki lometers below the sea floor, are routinely made.
The major focus in interpreting refraction data has been the analysis of
travel time/range data and the "i nversi onll of thi s data for the purpose of
determining a velocity versus depth profile of the crust. The most frequent
application of this procedure is the geophysicist's use of velocities for
postulating geologic structures and rock types below the sediment (Christensen
& Salisbury, 1975). Another area using refraction data, less widely seen,
falls into the ocean acoustician's domain. In studying the behaviour of sound
in the ocean, the sea floor is often modelled as a boundary with a half space
below, and with some form of reflection characteristic and/or loss mechanism.
If acoustic energy, upon encountering the bottom, was either reflected or
transmitted directly, this would be appropriate, and the determination of
reflection and transmission coefficients for the sea-sediment interface would
probably be sufficient. However, sound energy does penetrate beneath the sea
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floor and is both reflected and refracted back to the water. In an act i ve
acoustical experiment, especially at longer ranges, a significant amount of
the received energy may come from waves that have interacted with the earth1s
crust and have been reinjected into the water. Since these arrivals can be
detected in the ocean, their study is of concern for the acoustician.
The role of bottom interaction, especially at low frequencies, is now an
area of intense research activity in modelling acoustic propagation. In
particular, in the language of the sonar engineer, the TL, or transmission
loss, of this energy is of major importance for i) predicting the character of
the sound field at a receiver in future experiments, ii) for comparing crustal
loss with the better known TL of paths remaining primarily in the water layer,
and iii) expanding the role of arrival amplitudes in inversion theory. Just as
there may be a number of poss i b 1 e paths in the sea between a source and
receiver, each with a different loss characteristic, trajectories in the crust
are variegated and exhibit different TL behaviors. It is important to be able
to differentiate the energy partitioned among the different paths, and to
determine which paths are most important.
Resolving the locus of a particular acoustic path is intimately tied to
the problem of determining the velocity structure of a medium. To the limits
of the geometrical optics approximation of acoustic behaviour, sometimes
sorely pressed at low frequencies, a completely detailed knowledge of sound
speed variations, both laterally and with depth, plus known source
characteri st i cs and attenuat i on losses in the medi urn, enables one in pri nc i p 1 e
to predict signals observed at a receiver. For an ocean acoustician, the
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requ i rement of envi ronmenta 1 know 1 edge of the sound speed profi 1 es, both in
water and crust, needed to predict the amp 1 itude and t imi ng of data, is
clearly very burdensome. In the past twenty five years, however, models of the
oceanic crust have been formulated which are statistically consistent over
much of the oceans. These mode 1 s di vi de the crust into three or more
horizontal layers with certain average thicknesses and velocities (Raitt,
1963). At least within the confines of these models, if a typical transmission
loss were known for each of these layers, an acoustician can make predictions
of the expected strength and timing of crustal arrivals at other stations.
Most of this environmental information has been obtained from refraction
and/or wide angle reflection data, usually via travel time analysis. Little
has been done in developing models accounting for amplitude dependence.
Arrays for Refract i on Experiments
The standard techni que in ocean refract i on experiments has bas ica lly
involved one ship and one or more receivers (sonobuoy or OBS), with increasing
range between shots. With a dense shot spacing and large enough total range,
the use of event arrival times, especially the first ones, for the most
prominent features in the data has been sufficient for obtaining a reasonably
good understanding of the velocity structure of the crust. The crustal model
referred to above was developed from averaging experiments of this type from
many diverse areas. Late ly, a mu 1 t i channe 1 hydrophone array has rep 1 aced the
single receiver in some experiments, with the array sometimes being towed by a
second ship (Stoffa, Buhl, 1979). In the latter technique, termed an expanding
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spread profi le (ESP), the two ships start at a common point and steam in
opposite directions. In this way, a common depth point is shared by all shots.
With the use of a Raydist apparatus, accurate range information, which is a
sensitive parameter in the inversion methods, is also available. As with all
arrays, the SNR for the detection of coherent energy can be improved with
appropriate processing. Moreover, estimates of the received energy for
different horizontal phase velocities can be made which, under the condition
of horizontal crustal layering, provides us with crustal velocity estimates
using just one shot. However, for a single offset, complete information
concerning crustal structure is not be obtained since the SNR for certain
events is range dependent.
Since receiver arrays have the ability of generating phase velocity
information on a shot by shot basis, the process of traveltime analysis used
in inversion studies can be somewhat automated. The original procedures of
generating a travel time versus range plot for a sequence of densely spaced
shots and visually picking arrivals can be improved by using an array velocity
analysis technique that can assign velocities to arrivals in each shot trace.
An expanded use of data received from one shot would minimize interpretation
errors caused by uncertainties in range and source level variations. Clearly,
o~ce a.composite of a number of shot traces is developed with estimated phase
velocities along the trace for each shot, the problem of selecting different
arrival times for a particular velocity is eased, and the intercept times can
be found for use in traveltime inversion techniques, ego the tau-p method
(Stoffa, Diebold, & Buhl, 1981). Array processing techniques are also
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important in discriminating distinct phenomena that occur in the multipath
reverberat i on one encounters after the fi rst refracted arri va 1, and effects of
local inhomogeneities such as bathymetric variations in exploration and/or
oceanographic experiments.
Velocity Analysis
A conventional way of doing array velocity analysis employs a statistic
that estimates the amount of trace to trace coherence across the array, for a
given assumed phase velocity. All realistic velocities are scanned, and the
normalized statistic, a "semblance coefficient", indicates the relative amount
of energy in the data, at each velocity (Sereda and Hajnal, 1976). Another
method, used throughout in what follows here, employs a data adaptive spectral
estimator. Several data adaptive techniques were originally developed in
various areas, particularly large aperture teleseismic arrays and sonars. The
Maximum Liklihood Method (Capon, 1969; Edelblute, 1967; Lacoss, 1971) was used
at Woods Hole originally in the processing of reflection data
(Leverette, 1977), and eventually extended to sei smi c refract i on work
(Baggeroer and Falconer, 1981). The techni que conceptually desi gns a beamformer
based on the input data (hence data adaptive). This beamformer minimizes
output power with the constraint that energy from a specific direction is
passed undistorted. We shall see that the structure of this beamformer can be
used to define an algorithm that estimates what is known as the
frequency-wavenumber function of the acoustic field for a certain spatial
frequency associated with a specific direction. Insofar as the directions of
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the arri va 1 s at the array are related to the crustal sound speed of the paths
the energy has traversed, estimated directions lead to estimated velocities.
In the horizontal layering situation, this relationship is quite simple and
the velocities estimated are very accurate, especially at high SNR.
In stochastic process theory, the power spectral density function is a
measure of the partitioning of energy in a process with respect to frequency.
The correspondi ng function for a wi de sense stat i onary random process in space
and time is the frequency-wavenumber function. It is a measure of the mean
square power per unit bandwidth in temporal frequency arriving from a unit
steradian in spatial frequency or wavenumber, which is uniquely related to
horizontal phase velocity. The estimated function indicates the amount of
energy that has arrived at the array via a particular path.
The acoustic field generated by an explosion, however, cannot be
modelled as a stationary process. With the transient nature of the field, only
a sma 11 part of the data is used. Thi s "wi ndowed" data must then be treated as
if it were part of an ongoing, time invariant process. The power estimated in
the hypothetical process is an indication of the actual energy, needed for
true amplitude measurement, in the windowed data segments that were employed.
The concept of windowing data to track nonstationary phenomena is extensively
used in signal processing, particularly speech analysis. This technique is
often referred to as "short time, spectral estimation".
The MLM estimate is known to be biased (Capon, 1969). An analytic
expression for this bias has yet to be developed for all possible situations,
however. We an empirical technique that can be used to evaluate the bias for
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the particular data set and array configuration discussed below. Given a
accurate estimate of the frequency/wavenumber funct i on and the energy spectrum
of a source, the transmission loss for a certain ray path can be determined.
The Rose Experiment
The MLM algorithm and our transmission loss calculation procedure will
be applied to a data set obtained from a large scale acoustic/seismic program
(ROSE) conducted off the western coast of Mexico in January 1979, near the
East Pacific Rise. Together with seventy ocean bottom seismometers, a vertical
(MABS) and a horizontal (ESP) array were ,used to receive acoustic energy
generated by a seri es of exp 1 os ions. The hori zonta 1 array was towed so that
data was recei ved in the ESP format descri bed above. The vert ica 1 array was
stationary. The use of these two types of array deployments, and of the bottom
receivers, resulted in one experiment employing most of the techniques
currently used in seismic refraction work.
Insofar as the experiment occurred near an active plate boundary, the
structural makeup of the crust was not "typical", and difficulties were
experienced in relating the velocity estimates obtained from single shots to
the simple layered models discussed above. As we shall see, the complex
seafloor topography also limited the accuracy of our calculated velocities.
However, interest i ng and usefu 1 resu 1 ts were obtained and est imates of crustal
energy partitioning shall be presented.
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Overvi ew
In Chapter II, a summary of the standard theories of seismic refraction
is given. The emphasis is on current ideas concerning the strength of
refracted waves. Next we discuss the data set and describe the different
experiments conducted in the ROSE project. Chapter IV deals with the velocity
spectral algorithm and the method used to determine bias corrections. Chapter
V presents some results of the computations done on the data with respect to
velocity estimation. Next, we describe the compensations. that were necessary
to make the measurements obta i ned from the a 1 gori thm correspond to
transmission loss estimates in physical units. Source levels, biases, surface
effects, group beampatterns, sensitivities, and analog to digital conversion
factors must all be included to arrive at estimates of path losses. Finally, a
summary of transmission loss estimates from this data.set is presented.
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CHAPTER I I
SEISMIC REFRACTION
In this chapter, the fundamental concepts underlying the refraction
experiment are presented. In particular, we concentrate on factors influencing
the travel time and amplitude of arrivals. The material discussed is mainly a
review for the geophysicist, but may not be as familiar for the ocean
acoustician.
We begin with the free space solution of the wave equation in a
homogeneous, isotropic elastic solid. We then discuss acoustic propagation in
a simple layered medium, with one interface separating two isovelocity half
spaces. Using a high frequency, ray theory analysis, the concept of a
critically refracted interface wave is presented. We show that this analysis,
based on the "geometrical optics" model of sound propagation, does not explain
empirical observations of remotely sensed acoustic events, and turn to a "wave
theory" analysis in which the concept of "head waves" is introduced. Travel
times in layered media are accurately predicted by head wave theory. A second
interface, representing the sea surface, is added to the model and we define
specific events observed in the ROSE data which can be represented in terms of
head waves and surface reflections from this model. Since the ocean crust is
not an isovelocity layer, the model is then extended to include multiple
interfaces be low the seabed. Events recei ved at different hori zonta 1 offsets,
based on the multiple layer model and head wave theory, are presented in the
form of a theoretical travel time/offset (T-X) diagram. Because of the absence
of events that correspond to expected interlayer reflections with this model
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in most refraction data, the model of the crust is finally generalized as a
region with a continuous velocity gradient. The current perspective of oceanic
crust is based on this last model, which provides better agreement with
observed arrival amplitude behavior. We show, however, that some layers or
interfaces of the class i ca 1 1 ayered mode 1 of the crust mentioned in Chapter I
have counterparts as regions with very small or very large velocity gradients
respectively in the continuous model. Finally, since we are concerned with
energy partitioning in the crust, current theories of head wave (in layered
media) and ray (in continuous models) amplitude behavior with respect to range
are presented.
Free Space Propagat ion
Let CP and Y be defined as the Fourier transforms of the
dilational and rotational displacement potentials in an elastic solid. Under
the conditions of homogeneity and isotropy, the Helmholtz equations in free
space for these quantities are (Grant & West, 1965):
-q': ~ + Jk~ .1 -=0OL
,,2. Y + Je:z y-=o
where: ø
~ = wA A+~.;f' ~ ~"'
At3 -= t(/1l ~/ ~ ~ W/f3
À. and l- are Lame i s constants, ~ is
(2-la)
(2- 1 b)
( 2-2a)
(2-2b)
the radi an frequency, and ~ is the
density of the solid. In a homogeneous, free space, two dimensional geometry,
a solution found by separating variables, is given by:
"' ( ) A (:' -1 .; 1' "" Ol (k -+ ht %.).: /X J 7! : CJ -= w) e (T ( 2-3)
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.; ~
where 1. + hL = 1. ,~= ko( /2-r, and A( w ), correspondi ng to temporal
behaviour, is an arbitrary function. This solution represents a compressional
(P) plane wave traveling with velocity 0( in a direction with cosines
( 1. , 0 ;t ). The "wavenumbers" køe and ""0( represent spatial frequency in
radians and cycles per unit distance, respectively. The solution for ~ is
the same, except that the phase speed is ß ,and the displacements are
orthogonal to the direction of propagation, representing "shear" (S) waves.
Medium with one interface
We now turn from the free space model, and consider a medium with one
horizontal plane boundary separating elastic half-spaces with velocities ~ ,~,
and~, ß.; as in Fig. 2-1 (Telford et al, 1976). An incident compressional
plane wave with amplitude Aø imposes the boundary condition that apparent wave
numbers in a direction parallel to the interface are constant. This leads to
Sne 111 slaw:
~ei _ ~&.; ~À.i ~Ài-A (2-4)
0( i - at:; -= ~ ' :. ß ~ :: 1f
where l) is the angle both of incidence and of P-wave reflection, (c9.; ,Ài.)
are the angles for P and S plane wavefronts that are "refracted" into the
second layer. )\1 is the angle of reflection for an S wave in the upper layer
and the constant p is termed the ray parameter. If the sound velocity in the
second layer is greater than ~~ ' we see that there is a critical incidence
angle, &c, , when sin &.; = 1. At incident angles c9c ' a compressional plane
wave so 1 ut i on ex i sts that trave 1 s para 11 e 1 to the boundary as an interface
a1, ß,
a2, ß2
Fig. 2-1
Geometry of reflected and refracted waves at one interface.
1.0
Reflected P
Layer 1
r
~05
Layer 2
20
e 1 angle of incidence. deg
40
o
o 20
e iong I e of incidence. deg
40
Fig.2-2
Amplitudes of reflected and refracted compressional
versus angle of incidence at one interface for /
(from Grant & West, 1965)
(P) and shear (SV) waves
= .33 and / =.6.
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wave. This solution is the basis of all simple refraction theories and
formulae. The IIcritically refractedll wave travels with the higher speed,o(el'
so that at large horizontal ranges, it should be the earliest arrival.
From this ray theory or geometrical optics viewpoint, however, the
interface wave will not appear in the upper layer, and its predicted amplitude
is zero. The latter fact is seen by applying six boundary conditions of
continuity of stress and displacement at the interface to e~s. 2-1, whereby
the Knott equations (Telford,1976) in terms of the potential function
amplitudes, or the Zoeppritz formulae for the displacement amplitudes (Grant &
West, 1965) are derived. An example, calculated from these equations, is shown
in fig. 2-2 (from Grant & West) in which ratios of incident amplitude to the
refracted P and S amp 1 itudes in the lower 1 ayer and to the refl ected P
amplitude in the upper layer are shown versus angle of incidence for a
fluid-solid boundary. In these,o('~i. =1/3 and ~'/ß,,= .6. The critical angle
-I
for the compressional (P) and shear (SV) waves are thus sin (1/3) = 19.50,
-I 0
and sin (.6) = 37 ,respectively. In the ROSE experiment, typical criticalo t)
angles for P waves were in the 10 to 15 range. Note that, in these figures,
all energy in the upper layer i.s either incident or is reflected from the
interface at angles other than critical, while amplitudes associated with
interface waves at the critical angles is zero. It is observed, however, that
significant energy with travel times much as one would calculate for an
interface wave with speed ol-. refracting energy into the water at the critical
angle, does appear in refraction experiments.
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Head waves
The most widespread theory to explain this is based on Huygen' s
principle using curved instead of ideal planar wavefronts. It predicts the
existence of "head waves" as shown in Fig. 2-3 (from Cerveny and Ravindra,
1971). In 2-3-a, a spherical wavefront originating at Mo impinges upon the
interface for time t -,h/o(, . At the boundary it sets up a disturbance along OP
and creates Huygen wavelets (Fig 2-3-b) which produce the reflected and
refracted wavefronts where constructive interference occurs. The speed along
the interface of P, the contact point with the incident wavefront, is
0(, / ~ 8(P). 9(P)is the angle from PMco to the horizontal axis. Beyond a
i. 1"-
critical horizontal distance, Xc = h / ((o(:i/o(,) - 1) ,the speed of this
point becomes less than ~~ . At this range, the angle ét(P) has increased to
the critical angle t!= eC. . We now get the situation in fig. 2-3-c. The
refracted wave in layer 2 is now ahead of the incident or reflected fronts.
Again using a Huygen construction, M~Q is seen to be a locus of constructive
interference, and for constant ~ and 0(1' is a straight line (in 2
dimensions). In time At, the disturbance at point O~ will move both to Q
along the boundary at speed 0(1.' and to poi nt M'I in 1 ayer 1 at speed 0(, . The
angle of this "head wavell is seen to be: sin-l(:::~) = Be: . Wave theory
thus predicts that the Snell1s law interface wave constantly reflects energy,
in the form of a head wave, back into the uppermost layer at the critical
angle. The apparent horizontal phase velocity of the head wave in layer 1 will
be:
_ ol , = c: 2. -= 1. ~
~ &c. U ( 2-5)
aII" h/Cl,1
Medium I
Medium 2
b
I h/Cl,.cI.ch/(CI,cose., I
Medium I ct I
Medium 2 Cl2
C
II :'h/ICl,cose.' I
Medium I Cli
Medium 2 CI 2
sin e.: a.,/a.2
lncident Wave
a..
~ I
10 o.a. 2
i~o
....
I 1\
h ~9~\
i \I \\
Incident Wave
o
Refrocted I
Wave
i zReflected Wove . Incident Wove
i
h
I
\~o
e*\\ : ,\.\..!/"
o o. P A a
Refrocted Wove
Fig.2-3
Construction of head wave using Huygen wavelets.
(from Cerveny & Ravindra, 1971)
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ThUS, if the direction of the refracted energy or the horizontal phase
velocity of an emerging plane wavefront can be determined within the upper
medi urn, the sound speed in 1 ayer 2 can be found remotely for a hori zonta lly
iayered medium. This is the basis of classical inversion theory for two simple
layers as discussed in Ewing, 1963.
Two i nterf ace mode 1
We now modify the proceeding model by introducing a perfectly
reflecting interface in the upper half space, representing the sea surface.
Due to surface reflections, many arrivals other than those from emerging
interface waves, wi 11 occur at a receiver with this model. Referring to Fig.
2-4, together with the critically refracted compressional wave labelled lP, a
converted shear wave (lS), a direct wave, and a series of water layer
reflections (lW, 2W, etc), will be recorded at the array. Since lP refracts
energy continuously back into the water, a surface receiver may encounter
energy which travels as an interface wave and refracts into the water. Upon
reflection from the surface, this energy reenters the seabed, again as an
interface wave, before finally refracting into the water and being detected.
This IImultiple refraction" is termed 2P in Fig. 2-4. More multiples of this
type (3P, 4P, etc), for which an arrival has had a number of encounters with
the surface, can be observed with velocity analysis in the array data
presented subsequently. Often it is found that the amplitudes of 2P arrivals,
and even those of higher multiples, are stronger than LP. Since a multiple
refraction ~rrival can be the sum of a large number of rays each travelling
TONED
ARRAY
WAT ER
SEABED
Fig.2-4
Possible ray paths with a two-interface model.
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along a different path, this is possibly due to the constructive interference.
While the exact acoustics solution still remains unsolved for these multiples,
they are important from the ocean acoustician1s perspective because of ,their
relatively high energy levels.
Multiple layers
The upper 1 ayer in the two i nterf ace mode 1 discussed above represents
the water. For the region below the seabed, we first introduce a multiple
layer model and use head wave theory to predict events received at a
horizontal offset X in the form of a travel time/offset (T-X) plot. As
discussed in Chapter I, the original, "classical" model of the oceanic crust
has 3 isovelocity layers above the mantle interface.
In a multiple layered case, the number of events one can expect is
large, especially in sedimentary locales. Figure 2-5 depicts a situation with
N interfaces. In constructing a time versus range (T-X) plot for this example,
and concentrating only on critical refractions of first arrivals, we see that
up to range Xc, , the first event is the 1I1pii from the layer with velocity Vo.
When the range exceeds X,.' the 1 P event from the second boundary arri ves
earlier. With densely spaced sample points in range, the locus of the first
arrival traces a straight line in the T-X plane with slope l/VI . As range is
increased beyond XCI' the interface wave from the V 2. 1 ayer wi 11 eventually be
the earliest arrival. This pattern continues until, at the largest distance,
the slope of the first arrival line will be l/VN . In this way, for a
horizontal layered situation, in which layer velocities increase with depth,
Ii
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Fig.2-5
Theoretical T-X diagram for ideal multilayered medium.
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the calculation of slopes from earliest arrivals on a T-X plot is sufficient
for obtaining the layer velocities of interest.
For the multiple layer case, we have discussed arrivals due to head
waves only. A T-X diagram for the multi-layer model is more complex than this
because multiple reflections and multiple refractions from each of the
interfaces are present. These appear after the first arrival. Except for those
involving the water surface, seafloor, sedimentary layered sequences, and the
mantle interface, interlayer reflections are rarely seen (Ewing & Houtz, 1969)
in refract i on data, however. An examp 1 e of an actual T -x plot is shown in
figure 2-6a (Detrick & Purdy, 1980) for an experiment conducted near the Kane
fracture zone. The locus of events that can be attributed to layer reflections
are limited to those designated by PmP, PmPPmP, and SmS, for the mantle
interface, and PnWW for the ocean surface boundary (see key to path
nomenclature in fig. 2-6b). In the ROSE data presented subsequently, which is
for a young area with little sediment coverage, the only clearly identifiable
reflections we find involve the water layer, directly (lW, 2W), or indirectly
(2P,etc.). Since strong reflections occur at areas of considerable contrast in
elastic properties, e.g. at the interfaces in the model, the lack of reflected
energy argues against clearly defined layering in the sub-basement. Because of
tnis experimental evidence, a model based on a c~ntinuous velocity/ depth
relationship in the crust is more appropriate, although more complex,
especially in sedimentary regions.
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interface. This region corresponds to the "classicalll layer 3 in Raitt (1963).
Averaging from many experiments, this region has a mean compressional speed of
6.8 km/sec, a thickness of about 5 km, and begins at a mean depth of 2 km
below basement. We shall see that velocities in this band were the most
prevalent at the arrays in the Rose experiment. Rays that travel within this
IIlayerll emerge as first arrivals at offsets of approximately 10 to 30 km in
areas where ocean depth is on the order of 3 km. Beyond about 30 km, mant 1 e
ref 1 ect i oni and mant 1 e interface waves appear as the earl i est events.
The model of the oceanic crust we have been employing has evolved from
a simple one-interface case to a continuous velocity gradient representation.
Although the latter is the most general, we point out that at least the mantle
interface and the sea surface can be effectively considered from the simpler,
layered model. Reflections from these interfaces are routinely observed in
refraction work and the concept of head waves predicts travel times along the
mantle interface accurately. In many instances, IIlayer 311 can also be treated
as a homogeneous isovelocity layer.
Amplitude considerations
Since the main focus of this paper centers on energy partitioning in
the crust, we now look at some theories concerning head wave amplitude
behavior with range (for layered models) and the amplitude behavior of rays,
(for the continuous velocity gradient case).
The behavior of head wave amplitude with range is a controversial
issue. Cerveny and Ravindra (1971) use a first order ray series solution in
solving the equations of motion for a single interface problem in contrast to
-19-
the above "zeroeth" order plane wave or geometric optics solution. They obtain
-3"- - '/i.
an amplitude di stance curve for a "pure" head wave that behaves as L X
where X is the horizontal offset, and L = (X-Xc) is the propagation distance
along the interface. According to this equation, at large ranges, amplitude
decreases as l/X 1. ("spherica 1 spreadi ng").
Alternatively, if we assume a velocity distribution that varies
arbitrari ly with depth, ray theory predicts that the pressure amp 1 itudes wi 11
beha ve with distance as:
p'2 = Po"1 Ro2. Áe JL
.A X C!o I ~ e" I (2-6 )
(from Clay & Medwin (1977))
Ro is the reference range where sound speed is co. eo is the initial angle of
a ray bundle of width Á9 and amp 1 itude Po. S is the average angl e of the
bundle, with vert ica 1 hei ght h, at hori zonta 1 range X where average sound
speed is c (see fig. 2-8). This equation is valid at ranges where focusing of
the ray bundle does not occur, so that E1 closely approximates the angle of
all rays in the bundle at X. For a source at the surface of an isovelocity
layer lying above a half-space with a linear sound speed gradient with
slope ~~) =b, the equation for the mean square pressure at the surface at
offset X reduces to:
rp "2 ::
Jr Ro i Po'l
4 C!D X (2-7)
Rays will behave with an X-I amplitude dependence for a linear gradient. This
type of geometrical behavior is termed "cylindrical spreading" and is also
x
.
L = hsin 6
L = ÃT CDS 6
Fig.2-8
Geometry used for calculation of pressure amplitude behavior
with horizontal offset in medium with arbitrary velocity/depth profile.
(from Clay & Medwin, 1977)
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discussed in Kennett (1977) specifically with regard to crustal acoustics. We
subsequently see that TL calculations done on the ROSE data yield results
which suggest an amp 1 itude attenuation that increases somewhat faster than the
- i.X dependence. This is probably due to geometrical losses of the types
discussed discussed above, coupled with absorption losses in the crust.
We have mentioned that at an approximate offset of 30 km, energy which
has interacted with the mantle overtakes 1I1ayer 311 energy as the earliest
event. Ray bundles with different parameters, p, appear at the same offset and
interact to produce a "focusingU effect, so the measured transmission loss at
these ranges will be low. Although TL may obey a cylindrical or spherical
relationship with respect to range from an overall point of view, fine scale
behavi or can depart from the general trend at certain offsets. The effects on
TL at the 30 km offset wi 11 be shown in Chapter 5.
Although the ROSE data to be presented was not sampled with sufficient
density for a detailed crustal velocity analysis, events from 1I1ayer 311 and
the mantle interface are observed with the use of the velocity analysis
routine. With the MLM algorithm, events occuring after the first arrival were
also identifiable. We report on these results following a description of the
ROSE experiment and a discussion of the analysis algorithm.
-21-
CHAPTER I I I
THE ROSE DATA SET
The Rivera Ocean Seismic Experiment (ROSE) was a large
seismic/acoustic program involving ten oceanographic institutions and Navy
Laboratories. Originally planned to be sited near the Rivera Fracture Zone, it
was relocated to an area north of the Clipperton Fracture Zone because of
difficulty in obtaining permission to operate in Mexican territorial waters.
The experiment took place in the fi rst two months of 1979. Fi gure 3-1 shows
the general area of the experiment, and Fig. 3-2 maps the locations of some of
the instruments deployed with respect to the East Pacific Rise central
anomaly. Seventy ocean bottom seismometers, a 12 channel vertical array
(MABS), and a 24 channel towed array were used in conjunction with explosive
sources ranging in weight from .1 to 1000 kg. Five research vessels were
involved in the project. The experiment was designed to study the following
prob 1 ems:
1) structure and evo 1 ut i on of young oceanic crust,
2) structure and dynamics of the East Pacific Rise,
3) structure and dynami cs of the Orozco fracture zone,
4) long and short range propagat i on of low frequency aco~st i c energy,
5) partitioning of energy transmission between the ocean volume and
the crust/lithosphere.
To investigate these problems, the experiment was divided into two
phases. Phase I cons i sted of an act i ve program of shoot i ng exp 1 os i ves to
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Location of ROSE project active and passive phase experiments.
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the bottom instruments and to the acoustic arrays. Phase II was primari ly a
pass i ve earthquake 1 i stening experiment with some cali brat i on shots. At Woods
Hole, Dr. G. Michael Purdy has been involved with processing and interpreting
our OBS data, while Kenneth Prada, Thomas OIBrien, and David Gever of the
Signal Processing Group have received and worked on data from the ESP
experiments that were recorded on both the vertical (MABS) and horizontal
(ESP) arrays. Figure 3-3 shows the tracks of the ESP lines that were shot, and
the location of the MABS array. Each ESP line was a two-ship experiment with
the shooting and receiving vessels steaming away from each other and from a
common mi dpoi nt. Figure 3-4 is a schemat i c of the shoot i ng schedu 1 e used in
each of the lines. We have been primarily concerned with lines 2L and 2S, in
which the midpoint of the ship tracks was in the near vicinity of the MABS
array.
The Vertical Array (MABS)
The configuration of the 12 channel vertical array is shown in Fig.
3-5. The data tapes were recorded in analog form and a few transcription
difficulties were encounteréd. The MABS required high amplifier gains for
faithfully recording weak refracted arrivals. The subsequent LW arrivals were
then of sufficient strength to saturate the analog recorders, with their
limited dynamic range. Our analysis of the MABS data therefore was confined to-
the ("refracted") arrivals that appear before overload. Also, hydrophones 5,7,
and 11 only worked intermittently, while the deepest sensor, 12, did not
function at all. Digitization of the data was necessary for use in the
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Fig. 3- 5
Geometry of MABS array during shooting of ESP line 2S.
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velocity analysis programs. Using an analog tape recorder, the MABS tapes
tapes were played back to the WHOI digital s"eismic acquisition system (Prada
et al, 1974). Due to problems involving the synchronization of the analog tape
speed, the recorded time codes on the analog tapes, and the resulting time
information on the digitized tape headers, preliminary velocity analysis for
MASS data had to be based on relative times calculated from direct water
arrivals and the possibly inaccurate vessel positions of the ship logs. This
navigation information was based mainly on a SATNAV system which, because of
low latitudes, was only updated on the orDer of once every 90 minutes in an
area of strong ocean currents. Estimated position errors were greater than 1
nautical mile. The output of the acquisition system was in WHOI's 12 channel
CAN~ARX format, and thi s was trans 1 ated to ROSE format. The CANBARX format
with the 8 good data channels was used in the MLM processing of Line 2S MABS
data.
The Horizontal Array (ESP)
Better results were experienced with the towed array. In line 2S, the
shooting ship was the University of Hawaii IS R/V Kana Keoki. It dropped 5 and
25 lb. charges as it steamed away from the area of the vertical array.
Lamont-Doherty1s R/V Conrad towed the seismic streamer array. Each active
section in this array was 100 meters in length, consisting of two 50 meter
hydrophone groups connected in para 11 e 1, wi th no taper. The total 1 ength of
the array was 2400 meters and all 24 channe 1 s of the data were good. The tapes
were received in Lamont1s digitized field format and were translated to the
-24-
CANBARX format for processing with the MLM algorithm. At the time line 2S was
received, existing computer memory size limited the processing to the use of
only twelve channels of data (see Fig. 3-6). By the time line 2L data arrived,
the i ncorporat i on of an FPS AP 120B array processor and the expans i on of the
system permitted working with all 24 channels in a faster version of the
analysis routine. Data was translated from Lamont to the SEGY format, which
has become the standard at WHOI. Unfortunately, there were some problems with
the ESP data as well. Surface reflections at low frequencies attenuate
arrivals from directions parallel to the streamer, due to the LLoyd mirror
effect, so di rect water waves cannot be seen with the array process i ng
procedure; however, the water bounce arrivals (lW,2W) can be analysed.
The time information given in the digitized ESP data does not include
fractions of a second, so that an error of one second is possible in travel
times based on this information. Time estimates based on direct water arrivals
were therefore more accurate for both the MABS and the ESP data. Thi s is the
procedure usually followed in travel time and range calculations, and is the
oasis for travel time in some T-X plots presented subsequently. For each ESP
shot, 40 seconds of data were sent to WHOI. With this data, estimates for all
of 1 i ne 2S were made. Because of the 1 arger extent of the 2L 1 i ne (beyond 100
km.), however, water arrivals beyond the range of 78 km. were not available.
Trave 1 time estimates were therefore not made for the 1 atter part of 2L.
We have shown that the number of channels of data used in process i ng
ROSE data varied as different situations evolved. The bias in the estimated
received enêrgy calculated with the MLM programs is dependent on the number of
SENSOR
r!U~1BER
SHIP ~x
LOCATI ON
24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 '6 15 14 , 3 12 l' '0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
* * * * * * * * * * * *
* = SENSORS USED IN TWELVE CHANNEL PROCESSING
SENSOR
NUMBER
LOCATION WITH RESPECT
TO ORIGIN ON RECEIVING
SHIP (meters)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
'0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2406
2306
2206
2106
2006
1906
1806
1706
1606
1506
1406
1306
1206
1106
1006
906
806
706
606
506
406
306
206
106
Fig.3-6
24 channel hori zontal array geometry and
location of sensors used in 12 channel processing.
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channe 1 s of data that are used. So that cons i stent transmi ss i on loss est imates
would be obtained from sets of ROSE data processed with different array
configurations, programs designed for studying MLM bias were run for model
arrays with 8, 12, and 24 data channels. These are discussed in Chapter 4,
following a description of the MLM algorithm.
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CHAPTER I V
FREQUENCY -WAVENUMBER FUNCTION ESTIMATION
This chapter discusses estimation of energy partitioning at the arrays
in the ROSE experiment. Waveform characteristics of in situ acoustic sources
and paths are not known in detail, so that a received waveform is modelled
proba.balistically. We define a set of basis functions from the theory of
space/t ime random processes, emphas i zi ng the IIfrequency/wavenumber" funct ion,
P ( f, .(). Th is funct ion is based upon a mathemat i ca 1 representat i on of a
spatially homogeneous, temporally stationary random process as a superposition
i 2. 'l ( p:... .ß)of plane waves, e -, with temporal frequency f and wavenumber, 't.
We show that P(f,-l) is a measure of the partitioning of energy with f and ~
in a process.
In app lyi ng random process theory to propagating acoustic waves, a
constraint, the IIdispersion relation", is imposed upon the relationship of f
and ~(, for plane waves: I~ I = 'Ix = fIe, where cis the sound speed, and A
the wavelength. The unit vector v / tvl is in the direction of propagation. In
- -
Chapter II, we discusseq the fact that knowledge of the spatial distribution
of coherent, propagating energy, having interacted with the crust, can lead to
crustal velocity estimates. Given a known source level and a valid crustal
model, we also noted that knowledge of the magnitude of energy arriving at a
certain spatial angle at a receiver can be used to determine the transmission
loss, TL, of the crustal path corresponding to the angle. Specifically, if
there is an arbitrary velocity/depth relation in the crust, the vertical angle
of a !ray, 9 , is related to the horizontal phase velocity, cp' of the
-27-
propagating energy at the receiver and to the sound speed in the crust, c~, at
whi ch the ray turns upward:
~e l/' 1/
~ -= eo -: IQ.-p -= /C%, (4-1)
where p is the ray parameter. If the acoustic field in an experiment is
modelled as a homogeneous, random process, the estimation of P(f,~) for a
range of ori entat ions of the vector, '! / i ~, , generates i nformat i on about
the directional character of energy in the field. This is used for crustal
velocity estimation. Likewise, the magnitude of the estimated wavenumber
function is the basis for TL estimates. However, since impulsive sources are
used in most refraction experiments, the received data is not stationary. By
employing short segments of data that are treated as samples of a hypothetical
stationary process, the concept of the frequency/wavenumber function is made
applicable to the ROSE data.
The estimation of the frequency/wavenumber function is done with an
array, which essentially measures the apparent phase velocity of coherent
waveforms along its geometry. The estimated phase velocity leads to
directional information as seen above. From a mathematical viewpoint, the
array is treated as a deterministic spatial sampler of random processes: its
geometry and temporal frequency response are parameters that can be adjusted
to produce a certain "frequency wave-vector response" funct ion,.-. (f, ~) .
Th i s funct i on spec i f i es the response of the array to a determi n i st i c plane
wave, the design of this response being termed "beamforming". For estimation
of P(f,~), the ideal response function will only pass energy in a small
spatial angle corresponding to a narrow wavenumber or "spatial frequency"
-28-
band, V, and comp lete ly reject energy from other areas. The common ly used
"conventional" or delay and sum beamformer is first discussed. It is well
known that thi s convent i ona 1 processor has 1 arge side lobes for sparse arrays
with a small number of sensors. An optimal array processor, the MLM
beamformer, is then introduced which minimises this sidelobe effect. The
output power from this processor is the basis of our estimates of energy
partitioning.
Space/Time Random Processes
Stochastic processes for time series have a one-dimensional index set,
e.g. t, in x(t). In the array processing problem, the index set may increase
to four dimensions as in x(t,x,y,z), or x(t,r). Most of the concepts involved
relate directly back to time series, although the array introduces unique
considerations. In particular, for a zero mean, wide sense stationary time
series, x(t), that is an input to a pair of ideal linear bandpass filters with
responses H.(f) and H1(f), as shown in Figure 4-1, the mean square power in
the output process, y (t), is (from Appendix 4-1):
r ' J G = l. + w/i.R1 (0) -:E\ ~1"(~)J-= S 544-)1"' s"- CI.) W (4-2)
t=~.-"'/2.
where 8 denotes expectation, W is the bandwidth of the filter with center
frequency f" and S~(f) is the power spectral density function of the input
process:
54 (f) :. J R4 (1) e. ~ .;-nf1" Æ.1" (4-3)
Since W can be made arbitrarily small, S~(f) is a measure of the mean square
power/unit bandwidth. The cross correlation function of the two output
x(t)
H i(f)
~f1 f
Hi (f)
H2 (t)
j1H2~)1 - ff2
Y1(t)
Y2(t)
Fig. 4- 1
Block -diagram of time series that is an input
to a pair of ideal bandpass filters of width W.
x2(t)
.
.
.
Fig. 4- 2
A di screte array processor.
~ y(tl
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processes, R.. ll ("l), is: .q' I" . 11r ~ ,.
Q~11i.("') =5 ~~I~2. (f) e.~ Jt
-: J s.. Cf) H, (t) I-).''(t) 4- f ;
Since y. (t) and y~ (t) are both derived from x(t), this
( 4- 4 )
o if bands are disjoint
o if bands overl ap.
implies that disjoint
bands of a stationary times series are statistically uncorrelated. The
frequency representation, (S~f)), provides a powerful and possibly simpler
area in which to work with the time series.
We now examine the analog of S~(f) for space/time random processes.
The fo 11 owi ng funct ions for a stat i onary (i n time), homogeneous (i n space)
process, x(t,r), are defined:
Space/Time Correlation function:
Rl- ( ". , 4 .& ):= £ r r( (X, .! ì /' "I ( :C -"., -1 - A.~) 1
Spectra 1 Covari ance funct i on: ~.
S n -12'1-l'S'" (11 A-lJ ': d.'t K~( "'IA~) e.
Note that, in general, the 1 atter is the cross spectral
( 4- 5 )
( 4-6)
density function
S (f) for the time series x (t) and X.,(t) at rand r-Ar. If Ar = 0 , it~~ . I E. - -
is just the spectral density function of the time series at r.
Frequency/Wavenumber function:
S. (( . 21tv". i..1e. (fi~ì". jJ ¿.,! S.Jt/Ä4,)e i - - ( 4- 7) .
where ~ is the wavenumber or spatial frequency. The estimation of the
frequency/wavenumber funct i on with an array is the object of the MtM
algorithm. When based on refract i on data, the orientat i on of.. where the
estimate of this function is large indicates the direction of arrival of a
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significant event and is used for crustal velocity estimation. This function
is defined for stationary, homogeneous space/time processes only. In the
analysis of the ROSE data, we model the acoustic field as being short term
stati onary and homogeneous.
The frequency/wavenumber function is the parallel of the spectral
density function in time series. To see this, we next discuss arrays which
correspond to the linear filters (H.(f) and H~(f)) in fig. 4-1.
A discrete array with K senSors at locations Ii measuring x(t,Ik) is
shown in Fig. 4-2. Each sensor is connected to a linear filter g. (t), and the
..
outputs of all fi lters are summed to produce the array processor output, y( t) :
K
1(£) -= A-r-'. 3.i (;t) ~ /X(;t/~.i) (4-8).
where * is the convolution operation. If x(t) is a simple sinusoidal plane
. i1r(ft-~.~)
wave of temporal frequency f, and wavevector 'i : x(t)= e"4 , the
output y(t) is:
'1 (:t :: t! G.. (~) é~~.'!Å.1 èh tb ( 4-9)
~ ß; tf, ,1) e p-itd
where G~( f) is the frequency response of the fi lter at I.i. The output of the
array is just a sinusoid with amplitude and phase determined bY~(1t~)' the
frequency/wave vector response function of the array. This is the function
that determi nes the beam pattern of the array.
Delay and Sum Beamformer
If we wish to look in the direction of the unit vector ~/ l~~l for
plane waves with speed c, a reasonable impulse response for the linear filters
in fig. 4-2 would be:
:\ L / r ( '" :t ... A. \
~ (ZJ = 11-( b ;L - -(!I~-tIÎ ( 4- 10)
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Only the "correct" plane waves arriving at each r. sum in phase, hence the
-.i
name IIdelay and sum beamformerll for this partiCular processor. The dispersion
relation constrains the region in the frequency domain where real plane waves
can propagate, and hence the regi on of interest for the frequency/wavevector
response function. Incorporating this relation in eq. 4-9 for the case of the
delay and sum beamformer, we obtain the response function:
L(J V'):' ~ e -~ 21T(~-~~.&Å. (4-11)
~ rr/- A-=-I
In particular, for an aperture that is a straight line segment of length L, in
A.
the direction a~, the response function becomes:
£/(l.r)" ~ ~ r~6l-~i9.J
the angle between the actual arriving plane wave and the array. Figures 4.3,
4.4, and 4.5 depict beampatterns for cases in which &:1 is 90D ("broadside"),
45~, and 0° ("endfire"), respectively. Notice that the sidelobesin these
figures can pass an appreciable amount of energy coming from directions other
than that desired, and that the main lobe can be quite wide, especially at
endfi reo
Array Response to Random Processes
Having discussed the response of an array to a plane wave, we now look
at its behavior in a homogeneous and stationary random space/time field with
spectral covariance S~(f:à~). For the discrete array in Fig. 4-2, the
spectral density function of the output time series, y(t) is (Appendix 4-2):
51(t) ~rfc;;.Jl)b¡j\t) 5'" Ct, ~¡-¿~ ( 4- 13)
10 log 82, dBZ 0
8
Fig. 4.3 Beam pattern of a uniform line array,
L / À = 3. 5 . 8 i = + 16.6 ° ,82= + 34.9 ° ,
83=::59.0°. The pat~ern is rotationally
symmetric about the z axis,
(broadside case)
2log B ,dB
e
Fig.4.4 Beam pattern afa line array with
. -
uniform amplitude and linear
phase -shift, L/À=3.5 ,8ta=7T/4..
8 I = 83.1 0 and 24.9 0 J e 2 = 7.80,
83 =.- 8.60,. 84= - 25.8 0 , e 5 = - 46. 2 o.
The pattern is rotationally
symmetric about the z axis
Fig.4.5 Same array as in Fig.4.4,
but with' eta= 7T /2.
81.= 45.60, 82= 25.4 0, 83= 8.20 ,
84= -8.2 0, 85:: - 25.4 0, e 6 = - 45.60 ,
87=-90.0° (endfire case)
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-r
If we form a vector ~ :(G,Ct1,.... iG~(~)J ,and a KxK
matrix ~~~ ~)J~ th~ express ion can be written as the quadratic form:
S(f a.! -= f: i rS'-j (I)J ~ 'I (4- 14)
By express i ng the covari ance funct i on as the F ouri er transform of the
frequency/wavenumber function, this can also be expressed as:
'51 (./) = 5S! tl..£ Pqi,i) 1.. ((ly;)/"l (4-15)
IfJ1(f, v) is a "pencil beamll response function, having unit
magnitude over narrow spatial and temporal frequency bands, V and W, and being
zero elsewhere, the array is the counterpart of the ideal bandpass fi lter in
fig. 4-1. This can be seen by evaluating the mean square output power of the
processor with this response function:
E' ti? (;t)~ = R1(b) -= ~ 4 rss P'Kq,~! J~ (4-16.)
~ P~(~i't) Wv (4-16b)
This equation is the analog of eq. 4-2 for time series. Conceptually, V and W
can be made arbitrari ly small so that P ~(f,~) represents the power per unit
spatial and temporal bandwidth for a homogeneous, stationary process. It is
the spatial analog of the power spectral density function. For a homogeneous,
stationary process, P(f,~) is a measure of the energy arriving at temporal
frequency f, from the direction represented in '( and it is not influenced by
energy arriving from other regions in the frequency domain.
Optimal response function for arbitrary noise
Having discussed the importance of the function P(f, ~), we now turn
to the problem of its estimation. From eq. 4-16b, we see that the power at the
output of an array processor, with a sufficiently narrow passband with unit
4
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magnitude in temporal and spatial frequency, can be an estimate of P(f,~). We
require a ~(f,~) that is unity for a desired IItarget" '£'k' and is minimized
in all other frequency regions. In Appendix 4-3, an optimum processor is
determined with these specifications for a discrete array of K sensors and an
arbitrary stationary process with covariance S(f, ri.-q) ~ S.. (f). In matrix
- -(1 '(
notation, the minimised output power density, subject to the constraints
ment i oned is:
~(()_ 1-
1- - gT((.'4) C~;¡(~)T'€~a..,;i
where the "steering vectorll ~(f'~1:) is:
£ ( J ~ \ = ~t~ rDl .i'f~%."o::: e; 21T:!.i .&K1T (4-18)
- l' -~). " LL ). . . . .)
S1-(f) is the estimator for P(f, -().For a Gaussian space/time process, this is
the maximum-liklihood (ML) estimate. The expression in eq. 4-17 is the basis
( 4- 17)
of the MLM algorithm used in the ROSE data analysis. Sidelobe levels and null
positions in the optimal ~ (f,~) are adjusted so that noise is optimally
attenuated in directions where interference is strong. It.is data adaptive in
that it requires knowledge of the covariance function S~ (f) of the process
that it is operating on. S.. (f) must usually be estimated from the data for
~ A
each implementation of the estimator, the estimate denoted as S~(f). The MLM
is then:estimator for the frequency/ wavenumber function
PMuJ(i£~ "' :1g-r(lt"~ rç.. aÜ'l g'ta. 'i'£ ( 4- 19)
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We now discuss two examples of mathematical process models for which
closed form expressions for the covariance can be written. These examples are
used to investigate the behavior of the MLM expression.
Uncorre 1 ated Sensor Noi se
Even in situations in which no propagating process exists, with
factors such as fluid flow noise, thermal noise, etc, a sensor output is never
completely deterministic. A random term, w(t,r), often considered additive,
wi 11 be present at each sensor, so that the covari ance funct i on of sensor
outputs, w(t,r), is often modelled as:
S~ (I, &~ -&1-) = ç.A (l) r~ (4.20)
The notation ~~ signifies that the Kronecker delta is defined at sensor
locations only and that noise at r¡. is independent of noise at ~. The
process, w(t,r), is not homogeneous in space and cannot be described by a
frequency-wavenumber function. From eq. 4-13, the output density, Str(f), for
an arbitrary array processor in this noise field is just:a: K 'J
S1Cl): 1, ~, G:L(~)Gi- (l) S-~ (l) bj
= it Ç-w (~) I bÄ. (l)IL.
In Appendix 4-4, the optimal yesponse function for this particular noise
(4-21 a)
( 4- 21 b)
proc~ss is determi ned to be: (
::);;(I-.¡) = ~ ~ e ~~;111 '.-~~ ',d.. (4-22)
This processor is the conventional delay and sum beamformer. It is optimal in
this case of spatially uncorrelated sensor noise. Tne total output power
density, and the optimal estimate of P(f, ~), is then:
-35-
P (l ~):: S (J) = S.w (l)
.-U1 J - 11 ô l~
In estimating P(f~~) for a mathematical model
( 4- 2 3 )
in which its value for all
arguments is undefi ned, thi s estimator returns with the noi se power, reduced
by a factor of K, the "array gain".
If this processor is used as an estimator of P(f,~t) in a situation
in which the process covariance is arbitrary, the estimate in matrix form can
be written as:
L qiC~ = €-rq,i'%:J r S"¡ (l)J ~'l (l-t (4-24)
where f(f, ~~) is the steering vector. This expression is often known as the
IIconventionall estimate of P'l.Jf, '!t:). Recalling the beampatterns associated
with the delay and sum response function in figures 4-3 to 4-5, however, we
see that significant energy, from directions other than~, is passed in the
side lobes.
Optimal Estimation of Unidirectional Process in Spatially Uncorrelated Noise
The second example of the application of the MLM estimator is a case
in which a stationary homogeneous process, xo(-)' propagating from one
direction only, ~p/ l~,l, is added to the model discussed above:
() ( -:p -.A :\ )rL :t,& = I"o k - C hC"i)+ .M (;ê,d: (4-25)
This example is particularly important in refraction work, since an arrival is
modelled as a windowed sample of this type of random process. Assuming in this4l '2
case that SA.(f, A r:) = CS OJ' where 6 is constant with respect to f ("white
noisell), the covariance function of x(t) is:
s: (i Å..-J2.\=~ (D)e-~2.1Y.£t'.(44.-4i) -ir.. ,(4-26)
~ rJ _.4 -1/ ~ 1) . -l 6 0'd
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where P (f) is the power spectrum of xo('). It represents the power in the
"'0
propagat i ng component of the process. In thi s model, the frequency/wavenumber
function, P(f, ol) is equal to P~(f) at -r = 'fp' and is zero elsewhere. We
now employ the MLM estimator of P(f,~). For a discrete array, with K sensors,
samples of the total covariance function at sensor locations can be written in
matrix form as:
¡S-jll)J,. K"2 Q (l)t"'ClV:f')gT(l ¥"p) + 6 i. I. ,(4-27)
where I is the KxK identity matrix, and 1(f, ~p) is the steering vector. This
covariance matrix can be inverted. by using the identity:
(A+~~T)-j.-= A -'- A-'-8 (i~ -l ~T A -~ J -l~,. A -I (4-28)
where A is a KxK matrix, ~ and yare KxM, and I~ is the MxM identity matrix.
We identify A with I, ~~(f, ~l) with~, and ~"(f, ~,) with y"', so that M = 1.
If we substitute this into the expression for the optimal MLM estimate at
T '"frequencies f and ~ t' and recognize that ~ ~ = l/K, we obtain:
K p~ (Q
6. '2"' ( '\ 62.PMLM ~.'.,e) = K :1 -l
:1 + K P'i (.( í :1 - i liJ62- L ~ . (4-29)where:
o :: ~KET(J.l\£Y((Iv. '-: X.. l i2T(~~-~p) -&~
, - ~i-.,J - ~'-fJ (e; :.=1 e
( 4- 30 )
Comparing eq.4-30 with 4-22, we notice that (2 represents the response of the
conventional array processor at "£p when the target is ~t. If '!k, is widely
separated from .." ~ ~ 0, and P (f, --~ is just" 6'lK , the estimate we
found in a sensor noise field alone. If -£r. = 'Ý(J' ~ =1, and we get:
PHU1 (('£1' ì "; p~. (~) + 6/k ( 4- 31 )
-37-
The uncorrelated noise is again reduced by the array gain, K. With
this process model, the MLM estimate in the direction of plane wave
propagation, results in the correct value, p~ (f), together with the added
noise component reduced by the array gain K. If the noise power, cL can be
estimated, by directing the array where no coherent energy is propagating, the
value of P~(f) follows immediately. This is the procedure used to determine
the coherent energy arriving from a particular direction in a refraction
experiment, after data is suitably windowed so that this model is
approximately valid.
Implementation of the MLM Algorithm
We now present the procedure used in evaluating eq. 4-19 for the ROSE
data set. The material discussed to this point is based on a homogeneous,
stationary process assumption. Refraction data cannot be modelled as
stat i onary since it changes character wi th a time constant determi ned by the
source signature. The essential idea behind the implementation is to use the
stationary concept we have been discussing over a spatially finite and
temporally short analysis window. For an estimate at frequencies f and ~t' we
mode 1 the data as samp les of a random process cons i st i ng of a s i ngl e
propagating plane wave at ~~with added uncorrelated noise, as in the example
above. This is usually valid in refraction work if the data segments used are
short enough so that only one event, corresponding to a coherent arrival from
one specific direction, is fully represented in the windowed data from all
sensors. In the implementation, T seconds of data (typically T = 1 sec. in our
-38-
application) are used from each channel for an estimation at a certain travel
time. For each covariance matrix term, S.. (f), and target direction, ":~/ Iv:,
~
the T seconds are selected for each pair of sensors at points corresponding to
the times the hypothetical plane wave would appear at each sensor. The
horizontal phase velocity of this wave is related to ~~by:
C.O
- -
- ,Ä- L:; i .1~J
-b ,.
where (7 is the vertical angle of arrival and i~ is a unit vector in the
vertical direction. The data within the shaded "windows" in figs. 5.2 are
Q.o
C1' -: ~ So
(4-32)
examples of typical segments that would be selected. The traces are received
waveforms from 12 of the 24 sensors of the horizontal array in one ROSE
experiment. In fig 5.2a, the window at t=2 seconds is almost horizontal, i.e.
with little "moveout". Using this data, the estimation procedure models the
field as a plane unidirectional process with a relatively high horizontal
phase velocity encountering the array almost at broadside. In contrast, in
fig. 5-2b, the window shown indicates a relatively larger moveout, so that the
segments are considered to be samples in time and space of a plane wave
process arriving from a direction closer to endfire.
For the ROSE data, estimates of P(f, ~) were made for vertical target
o 0
angles of 8 to 90 , and, for ESP experiments, at the azimuthal angle directly
behind the receiving ship. In a horizontally layered crustal model, this
corresponds to phase and layer velocities of 1.5 to about 10 km/sec. Once T
seconds of data, with the proper moveout, is selected for each target, the
covariance matrix necessary for evaluating eq. 4-19 is formed. Figure 4-6 is a
-39-
block diagram of the procedure used for one matrix term, S~(f). The segments
from sensors i and j are windowed in time with a cosine taper, and fast
Fourier transformed (FFT length: N). In the ROSE implementation, the effective
data length after windowing is T ~ .5 sec. After taking the complex conjugate
of the coefficients of the jth sensor, a product is calculated for each
coefficient.
To stabilize the covariance estimate at a frequency f, a simple
average of the coefficient products over a band of width W Hz centered about f
is performed. The frequency region of interest in refraction work extends from
near zero to about 20 Hz. Absorption of higher frequency energy at longer
ranges sets thi supper 1 imit. The bandwi dth W must be kept narrow so that
frequency selective phenomena withi n thi s 20 Hz band can be di scerned. The
number of significant Fourier components in a band, W, is M = 2WT. With the
ROSE data, W was 3 or 4 Hz to ma i nta in a reasonab 1 e reso 1 ut ion in frequency.
Center frequencies were typically 5,8, 11, and 14 Hz. Since the selected data
is modelled as a unidirectional process in white noise, in keeping with the
-Ã.21r.. *' . (./ . -.. . )
covariance expression in eq. 4-26, a phase shift: e.0" - -4-1
is applied to each matrix term to compensate for the moveout. In matrix
notation, the estimated covariance matrix is expressed in two forms:
5' () Y; ( ~I .. J~ =- H ~ ~ ( ~l , . . . . , ~ ~ l~
. AA1/ M H::!lM z: ~ ~
,.~ , _ ~ :.
where H denotes the conjugate transpose, w expresses the fact that FFT was
( 4-33a)
(4-33b)
done on wi ndowed data, K = number of sensors, M = number of frequency
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components averaged, and:
-L.HJx ;(J-~) )( ."(J-~\ X ~rf~~~ ~~'!i (4-34)
-j- l~õ rJT,..) '" 1 t.T~'.i ~l-1 ~T~e.
for sensor j, and:
~ ~ _ l, ~()._ t'/i -~) 1. J.:.", -!:i X Jf (f- ..~; )e i~OC 1 (4-35)S.. L'~j, l ,.T e , . .., ;.I( J
for the kth frequency coefficient in W.
l'
The term in (4-43a) expresses the KxK S(f) matrix as a product of a
KxM and its transpose. The maximal rank of S(f) must then be the lesser of M
or K. Thus if ~ K, the matrix will not be of full rank and will not be
invertible so that eq. 4-19 cannot be implemented. Since narrow bandwidths
were desired, this was the case in all the ROSE experiments processed. We now
di scuss the steps that were necessary so that the MLM express i on cou 1 d st ill
be evaluated with S(f) less than full rank.
A third, algebraic, expression for the estimated covariance matrix
term (i,j) is:
S(; Á)" ~ i X'. (lL X ~ (Jce ~rq,(¡l.l) -~(ì.4.)J (4-33c)i (/ ~: , A. d
where M is the number of frequency components and ~ (i,j) is the phase shift
due to moveout at sensor i, frequency k. In the implementation, the matrix is
norma 1 i zed:
A
S: (. ,) S ("'iä-)
~0l01 A.,~ - '\ S (;.,Å.) S (,1'~)
and the geometric mean, CVAV, of the original diagonal
( 4- 36 )
elements calculated so _
that the 1 eve 1 s can be restored afterward:
CVAV ~ ~ S (1.,1.) S c.;i~ì... S(K,IC) ( 4- 37 )
-41-
Experimentally, this scaling and normalization produced better results, making
A
P(f, ~) estimates less sensitive to varying gains in the sensor electronics.
,.
The diagonal elements of the normalized ma~rix SNOc.~(i,j), which is still
singular if M~K', are unity. A pseudo-inverse of the matrix is formed by
add i ng a sma 11 term, )( , to a 11 II ones II on the d i agona 1 and then invert i ng. The
addition of this term to the normalized matrix made it possible to add the
same relative amount of artificial noise to matrices estimated from data with
varying íevels of energy. In practice, 1í ranged from .01 to .04.
Following the calculation of steering vectors, ~(f, .(-t) for each ~~
desired, the MLM expression, eq, 4-18, is evaluated. After restoring levels
with CVAV, the resulting estimate can be written as:
A
P (l,i)
c\J A \J
-
- i(ic'' ( ) )
~, fr. £( ~/~-J) Q. Å.'l IE (~,~%.
where Q(i,j) is the (i,j) term of the inverse of the matrix with (i,j) term:
( 4-38)
"
5'A111flH c./~) +'0 b1 (4-39)
MLM Bi as
The MLM expression, eq. 4-19, produces an estimate of the coherent
energy across the array (P) together with a reduction by K of the measured
incoherent energy for the random process upon which the ROSE data is modelled.
The estimator is well behaved. We have just shown, however, that the actual
implementation of the MLM used does not follow eq. 4-19 exactly. Since
estimates of energy partitioning use both the directional and amplitude
-42-
information in P(f, ~), it is important that the estimated magnitude be
accurate. A bias problem can appear because of the following:
1) As we have described, the covariance of the process is estimated
from the data itself, collected in a finite duration of time and over a
spat i ally 1 imited extent. We never know the actual covari ance of a process
appearing at an array. The MLM estimate using this IIcovariancell is biased.
2) The covariance matrix in many situations may turn out to be
singular and not invertible, as with the ROSE data. With the addition of
"white noisell terms on the diagonal of the matrix so that a pseudoinverse can
be formed, the behavior of the actual estimator does not lend itself to
analysis as easily as eq. 4-19.
Capon and Goodman Bias Expression
We return to the second expression for the initial covariance
estimate, eq. 4-33b, before artificial diagonal terms are added. From a
probabalistic viewpoint, this equation is recognized as the sample mean
est imate of the expectat i on: Ls.. (l)J = ~ f t. ~ ll~ ' i. e. the covari ance
matrix of a K-vari ate random vector ~ . Let the vector 3 be zero mean,
- -
complex Gaussian and let sample vectors ~~ be normally distributed also,
with independent components for different frequencies. In this case, there are
M independent, identically distributed vector terms in the sample mean.
Goodman (1963) shows that, under these conditions, the joint distribution of
A
all real and imaginary components of MS(f) has a compl~x Wishart density
function designated as: CW(M,K, S(f)), if the matrix is of full rank (M "K).
-43-
For a scalar b with density CW(M, 1, 1), the distribution is identical to that
of a chi-square variable with the degree of freedom parameter equal to 2M.
Thus:
t£k\=~fk~-= H
Capon (1970) shows that the quant it i es:
l\
Jr = - H Pi (l:I)
, Ëi((ll)(S~~)Jg'l(tJC)and A
j. _ H Pi (ldo) is CW(M-K+l,l,1)
i. - fßT(llt) r~7 (t~)J-~(lI£)J-'
for b CW(M,l,l) (4-40)
is CW(M,l,l) ( 4- 4 1)
( 4-42)
where f(f, ~) are the steering vectors defined in Appendix 4-3, and
Pi (f, !.) =~ir.,(()1~. and P.z(f,~) =~rs1qU-l~.J-" are the
convent i ona 1 and MLM est imators, respectively. Rearrangi ng and tak i ng
expectations, we obtain:
sf P. q,!)) ~tiE f.L ~g1"l~.(f'J€",,.~1A QUg- ( 4-43)
for the convent i ona 1 est i mate, and: ._,
2 fp,-(li!)1 =-if -'¿~,. Lsjqil f~ -~ l1~+If?s; (t~~ (4-44)
for the MLM estimate. Even if the covariance matrix has full rank, there is a
H-K..I
H
windowed estimate of the actual covariance. Although this bias term is
bi as term: in the MLM estimate due to the fact that we use a
tractable, two facts make it unsuitable for the present use, except as a point
of reference:
-44-
i) For Mc:K, the expression loses its validity. Even for K = 8
sensors, as in the MABS array, the bias expression above is meaningless, since
M = 3 or 4. Also, as we have mentioned, the resultant covariance estimate is
not directly invertible.
i i) The bi as term is based on the assumpt i on that the terms in the
sample vectors, ~~ ' are normally distributed and independent in frequency.
Appendix 4-5 outlines a calculation of the correlation function of two
components of these vectors: £' fXA. (l,) )( to '* (-l,) ~
with the result that:
RX"'ciW~A' (~i~li.) ~
(: 00
S~~,)5tu W (~) *u) (q- (~.-l2.))
- "'.-
Ç~"fl.) ~ i W(~) 12 lø
--=
If.-fz.\,BW
1 f, -f2.lo( BW
f,=f-i
(4-45) .
The components X.A (f, ) and Xt- (foz) are uncorre 1 ated on ly if they are separated
by an interval larger than BW, the effective bandwidth of the window function
used to reduce the variance of our estimate. For a 1 second cosine window, as
implemented with ROSE data, BW is on the order of 2.5 Hz~, but for T=l second,
coefficients are spaced at about 1 Hz. Because of the short data segments that
must be used with refract i on data, the frequency components are therefore
correlated. The bias expression due to Capon and Goodman is not valid. We can
estimate that the effective number of degrees of freedom of the chi-square
variables b, and b~ in Eq. 4-41 and 4-42, is reduced from the full 2M because
of this, so that the "M" term in the bias expression is effectively decreased.
-45-
Mode 1 Program
We have shown that Caponi s expression for MLM bias cannot be used with
the ROSE data. Although we can speculate on the effect of correlated
vectors,~~, no analytic results are available for this or, particularly,
for the effect of the artificial diagonal terms, i( , added to the covariance
matrix. To study the influence on MLM bias by the added artificial noise, a
Monte Carlo simulation was done. For any given array geometry specified by the
user, an MLM estimate was computed that was based on the process model
consisting of a sinusoidal plane wave of amplitude.J and random phase,
together with additive, normally distributed, spatially independent noise. The
F ouri er component at sensor i and frequency k is mode 11 ed as:
X ("'ik):: W (.. ,Á) + QP e ¡j ( t,(iù - ct ("'/-0) J ( 4- 46 )
where: (; (i) is the random phase term from a number generator with a fl at
distribution from 0 to 2ir.
W(i,k) is the complex "sensor noise" term generated with a zero mean
Gaussian distribution with variance ($ 1-
4 (i,k) is the moveout phase shift.
The bandwidth Wand number of coefficients (M) in the band are chosen so that,
upon averaging, the i,j term in the simulated covariance matrix is:
S-' (~= I/H I, X (..,J.) x. (i'~ (4-47)
This expression is similar to the corresponding term in the actual
implementation (eq. 4-33c). In practice, M ranged from 1 to 76 coefficients
with special attention given to trials with M=3 or 4, numbers actually used
-46-
'l .
with the ROSE data. A constant,o( ls added to all diagonal terms to replicate
the procedure used with real data. A conventional and MLM estimates for a
range of ~~ is then performed with the final result expressed in decibels:
10 log P(f, ~t!. The output of each simulation is a random variable. Several
trials, usually ten or more, are averaged for statistical stability.
Figures 4-7 through 4-9 show results for a case in which the model
plane wave arrive~ at an angle of 75 to a 24 channel, 2400 meter line array
(modelled after the ESP array). This angle corresponds to a horizontal phase
velocity of 1550 m/sec, so that results are for a near endfire geometry. The
number of frequency components emp loyed was decreased progress i ve ly from 29 to
11 to 6 in a one Hz. band centered at 8 Hz. The amplitude P and noise
leve 1 s 6~ and ø(~ were adjusted so that an unbi ased estimate at the target
direction is 15 db, based on the process model and eq. 4-2~. For both the
conventional and MLM curves, the envelope of the mean estimate: one sample
~
standard deviation is. plotted. In all of these figures, at the plane wave
angle, the conventional estimate is considerably less biased than the MLM
est imate which decreases steadi ly as the number of components used becomes
smaller. However, at directions away from target, the MLM estimate is sharper
and performs on the order of 5 to 10 db better in sidelobe rejection
Since we simulated the space/time process of a unidirectional plane
wave in uncorrelated (sensor) noise, the theoretical value of the estimate
at í*-= 'if ' is (from eq 4-31):
" p 61. -l~4P;¡ (~, t:p ) ~ + ic: (4-48)
where K is the number of sensors. Di agona 1 terms of an estimated covari ance
15 10 5
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matrix are the only locations in the matrix where the variance of the zero
mean noi se component appears. The determi n i st i c ~~ term, added to the
diagonal alone, is therefore included with the actual variance, 64, in eq.
4-48. This expression proved to be experimentally correct since conventional,
unbiased estimates generated with the simulation routine were generally
centered at P~(f,~).The actual mean MLM estimates were always less than this
value. Reasoning that bias effects were associated with random variables in
the algorithm, we model the actual estimate as:
P.. q. -t,.) = ~ (p -l 6-iK. J -l ..YK (4-49)
where Gfi~~6i.) H, K) represents an unknown bias coefficient that does not
effect the deterministic white noise term. We then define:
A ~ 1 i ;i - I_I P:e (~,~p)~~ ,6 J H, K J - 10 "" ï P ( )
0. ~,~,
.-= /Ö i1W t 1. + ~:~ J.t¿
---(j Q. + 041./62KP ~ '~SN~
where SNR = 6~ . The quantity A represents the devi at ion
( 4-50a)
( 4-50b)
in db of the
actual results from the theoretical, unbiased estimate. Each time the program
i\
was run, a value for A was formed. We estimate a ~ from each A by using:
l\ - A 1,0 '11 2. ( Ali J(2 - 10 + 0( 6 10- 10_ A (4-51)t' - I.. SA)~ ..
which is a rearranged version of 4-50b. Figures 4-10 through 4-12 show a
summary of the results of this procedure for a model line array 2400 meters
long with 8, 12, and 24 channels respectively and for ~~ about 30° off
broadside, corresponding to a
A
computed quantity: 10 log f3
horizontal phase velocity of 3000 m/sec. The
is plotted versus ~~~i- . Each plot contains
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Points indicate the estimated value of 10 log , the MLM bias coefficient
for different values of / , the ratio of "real" to artificial noise. M
is the number of frequency components averaged and, in this figure, the
number of sensor elements, K, is 12. The groups of points circled are
obtained from one value of / with different levels of SNR. is the
theoretical value of the bias coefficient from Capon's formula at M = 76.
Lines drawn through points are obtained from equations in text.
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results for a number of frequency coefficients, M. The bi as term in Capon IS
formula loses validity, and the covariance matrix becomes singular, when
M-K+l~ 0, or when M.:23 for 24, M~l1 for 12, and M~7 for 8, sensors. We find
in the empirical results that, for M above these cutoffs, the bias estimate
62/ ,. H-K4' 4 f2approaches a constant value for large /0(1 and thatf3 -=-l = tJf1 at
these values. Capon1s formula is approximately the a'symptotic result as oC~.2
decreases. Below the cutoffs, however, the bias increases steadily for
b "Y
large /~~. The model program was run for a variety of different ratios of '
SNRs. For the twelve channel case in fig. 4-10, the closely spaced groups of
points shown correspond to estimates at one value of 6~i. , but with
different SNRs. In all cases, the calculated bias was found to be largely a
function of 6~2., with relatively small sensitivity to SNR. The curves
drawn through the points in figures 4-10 to 4-12 were calculated from the
following expressions: J
" ' r- I + elf I' i.lõAj ~ -= 6 ~ L -i -l~2. ~1-
ID ~~ = - S- -tLí.. é42J
for M~(K-l) ( 4-52)
for M ~ (K-l) (4-53)
G2/ H-K+'
where x = I.:L and e = - H These express ions were determi ned
after noticing the resemblance of figs. 4- 10 to 4-12 to frequency response
curves of linear filters. They fit the bias data quite well and were valuable
for simplifying the bias correction process.
Bias Correct ions
We now describe the procedure followed in determining bias corrections
-49-
necessary for ROSE data estimates.
1) In order to fit the actual data to the basic model used in the
simulation routine, we are assuming that, in correcting an estimated level for
a significant event, the background noi se behaves as temporally white,
spatially uncorrelated sensor noise. In order to apply the empirical results,
an unknown of importance when working with real data is the value of CS'l ,
the power in this uncorrelated noise component in the data. We evaluate the
output of the MLM program in directions where no obvious coherent signal is
A
present and find an average background level: 10 log PAH&. In this direction,
"
the original S(i,j) matrix, as implemented in the MLM program, has estimates
of 6 ~ on the di agona 1, and, after normal i zat i on, the ¥ term added to the
unity diagonal of SWlop",(i,j) is a percentage of 62. ,so that:
oJ -i -: (( 6 2. ( 4- 5 4 )
Again, this expression for ~i is valid only in directions away from any
significant propagating noise.
2) Letting ,~~= ~ in this case, i3 for this ratio can be evaluated
either from figs.4-10 to 4-12 or from the expressions in eqs 4-52, 4-53.
A.
Th i s ~ is a funct i on of the number of sensors and frequency coeffi c i ents used
in the estimation at the particular event being corrected.
3) For this "ambient" noise case, P = 0, and eq. 4-49 becomes:A ArlS1.J 0('1
~H6 = (šL~ -+ K
Us i ng eq 4-55, we determi ne 62.
"
I~ PAM 6
( 4-55)
6 '2 -= ( 4-56)
~+'l
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4) After finding 61- , we are in a position to calculate biases in
cases where P i= O. In the actual implementation, the diagonal terms ofA ~. ~
SNi-(i,j) become estimates of P + 6 in the model, so that the do terms in
the mode 1 are re 1 ated to)( by:
oZ i. -= ¥ ( P -l 6 -i ") (4-57)
5) Graphs of P vs. P were desired for particular values of 6~, ~L, K,
and M that were relevant to the ROSE data. For each des ired P, w ith ~ and d~
~ 6n Abeing known, the values of ~ and IO(~ is determined from 4-57. A new ~ is
then evaluated from the graphs or the formulas.
6) Using eq 4-50, the biased P for each P is found:
p =~rp+ 6~KJ T clYic ( 4-58)
Examples of final graphs of 10 log P vs. 10 log P are shown in figures 4-13
and 4-14. Note that for large values of P,
This is the case since, for large diagonal
added to the di agona 1 s is re 1 at i ve ly 1 arge.
1\
smaller and the bias coefficient, Ç3 ,is near unity. For lower levels, the
bi as can become quite 1 arge. A rough average bi as in the ROSE data for major
estimates were fairly unbiased.
terms, the effective constant, ~~,
The ratio 6241. , then, is
events with energies significantly higher than the background level~ was found
to be on the order of 5 to 10 db.
We have described the fundamental ideas behind the MLM algorithm. To
illustrate its behavior with refraction data, results obtained in the
estimation of arrival phase velocities from ROSE data are presented in the
next chapter. We then discuss estimation of energy partitioning in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER V
VELOCITY ESTIMATION FROM ROSE DATA
Before discussing crustal transmission loss estimates calculated from
ROSE data, we first examine the use of the MLM algorithm as an estimator of
crustal velocities. This will serve as an illustration of the behavior of the
¡.;'
estimator with actual refraction data. The algorithm resolves received energy
with respect to temporal frequency bands and horizontal phase velocities (or
angles of arrival) at an array. If the relationship between the horizontal
phase velocity of coherent energy at the sensors and the velocity structure of
the crust is known, than the algorithm effectively produces crustal velocity
estimates as well. For a horizontally layered crustal model, the relationship
is quite simple. The layer sound speed will be numerically equal to the
horizontal phase velocity at the array, which is:11 _ 00 _ l /
"-f1 - ~ ø, - / -p ( 5-1)
where ~ is the vertical angle of arrival, Co is the water sound speed, and p
is the ray parameter or "slowness" of the arrival. In chapter II we showed
that a more realistic view of the crust is based on a model with continuous
velocity gradients with respect to depth. The horizontal phase velocity of
coherent events in this case is equal to the sound speed in the medium at
which a ray turns upward.
Lines 2S and 2L of the ROSE experiment took place over thi n ly
sedimented areas with a crustal age of approximately 5 M. Y (Ewing &
Purdy,1982). Based on a compilation of data from 529 ocean basin refraction.
.1
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experiments, Christensen and Salisbury (1975) show that, in relatively young
regions such as this, anomalously low mantle refraction velocities (7.1 to 7.8
km/sec) are frequently observed and also that, at offsets less than 35 'km,
"1ayer 3" velocities in the range of 6.7 to 6.9 km/sec predominate. First
arrivals with estimated velocities in these bands are the most prevalent in
the MLM analyses. A consistent set of second arrivals, with lower phase
velocity estimates, which may be converted shear or, more probably, "1ayer 2"
events are also seen in line 2S.
In analysing ROSE velocity estimates, two considerations must be kept
in mind. Bathymetry is very complex near spreading centers and velocities
estimated from array data are influenced by topography to the extent that,
without appropriate corrections, errors on the order of 1 km/sec may occur.
Bathymetric data with sufficient resolution for correcting this problem is not
available for the ROSE experiment because of navigation failure. Secondly, ESP
lines 2S and 2L crossed at least two fracture zones (see fig. 5-1 from Purdy
(1982)). Results obtained by Purdy (1982) from OBS data near these fracture
zones are compatible with an increased thickness of low velocity material in
the uppermost crust, a feature of fracture zone troughs (Ludwig & Rabinowitz,
(1980); Detrick and Purdy,(1980). This non-homogeneity in the structure must
be taken into account in viewing the MLM results from the standpoint of
"normal" crustal models.
-l
In this chapter, following illustrations of some time profiles of
horizontal and'vertical array data, contoured plots of the relative strength
of arrivals with respect to phase velocity and travel time are presented. A
summary plot of all experiments in one shooting line is then discussed with
-53-
special attention given to arrivals beyond the first. Despite the effects of
rough topography ment i oned above, we show that the abi 1 ity of the array to
discriminate arrivals with different relative phase velocity can still be
applied. A travel time-offset plot with events labelled with respect to their
approximate phase velocity range is presented for both ESP lines.
Time Profi les
We first look at some of the raw data as it was entered into the
velocity analysis program. In figures 5-2a and 2b, 12 of the 24 channels of
data, arranged sequent i ally, from the hori zonta larray (ESP) are plotted
versus travel time (vertical axis). ~orizontal offset for this data was 26 km.
and each tick mark represents one second. The first arrival, at about two
seconds into the record, appears almost simultaneously on all the sensors,
i.e. with little "moveoutll. Since it appears coherently across the array, this
. high phase velocity event is a "refractedu. arrival (lP) emitted from the
seabed, meeting the array almost broadside (i.e. at a vertical angle close to
. 0zero, or a IIgrazingll angle near 90 ). The next visually apparent arrival
occurs about 4.5 seconds later and displays the same small moveout across the
elements. This is a IIrefracted/ reflectedll arrival (2P), as defined in Chapter
II. The water depth in this area is about 3 km so that the round trip time
from the seabed to the water surface and back is on the order of 4 seconds.
Turning to figure 5-2b, two stronger arrivals occur at T=17 and T=19 on
channe 1 1, the sensor closest to the receiving ship and furthest from the
4\'"
shot. Unlike the previous two, these are displaced in time across the array,
. Fig. 5-2b
see capt ion for fig.5-2a.
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, Fig. 5-2b
see capt ion for fig.5-2a.
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i.e. with larger moveout. They arrive at a smaller grazing angle, i.e. more
from the shot direction than the seafloor. These are water arrivals: LW and
2W, with low horizontal phase velocities.
Figure 5-3 shows data from the 12 channe 1 vert i ca 1 array (MABS) at a
range of 17 km. As we have discussed, channels 5, 7, 11, and 12 were
malfunctioning. Unlike the ESP case above, the first arrivals here, at T=6.3
sec on the shallowest channel, #1, have the greatest moveout. This is expected
for energy coming from the sea floor direction and arriving almost endfire.
Another set of arrivals appears at T= 7.8 seconds on channell. This event
also has a large moveout, but it propagates in the opposite direction. The
shallowest channel in the deployment was at a depth of about 1 kilometer. If
we were to "continue" the locus of first points at each sensor for both of
these events up to a hypothetical sensor at the surface, as indicated by the
dashed 1 i nes in the fi gure, the 1 i nes intersect. Both arri va 1 s resu lt from the
same crustal IIrefractionlI (lP) with'the later one being caused by reflection
at the surface. At about 9 seconds into the data on channell, another endfire
set of arrivals can be seen across the sensors. Occurring at a 4.5 second
interval after lP, this is again a refracted/reflected 2P. Finally, a set of
arrivals that appear almost horizontally across the data is seen at T =11.2
seconds. Because of their large amplitudes, the tape recorders saturated at
this point, and there is no usable information beyond. Since there is no
moveout for this set, however, it is clearly a direct water arrival.
Fig. 5-3 .
Time profile of vertical (MASS) array data.
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RESUL TS OF VELOCITY ANALYSIS PROGRAM
We now present some results of the MLM procedure applied on the data
just discussed. Figure 5-4 is a contoured plot of the estimated wavenumber
function, in a three Hertz band centered at 8 Hz, versus phase velocity
(vertically) and travel time (horizontal). These estimates were calculated
from the horizontal array data shown in figs. 5-2. At each time T, the target
angle, looking downward, was stepped over a range of 00 to about 80. (grazing)
in increments which correspond to equal slowness (p) intervals of about 5.8
~/meter. The range of phase velocities is 1.5 to 8.8 km/sec. The contouring
of the levels was done at 2 db. intervals. Proceeding from left to right, a
background 1 eve 1 of -50 db. qu i ck ly changes to a sharp peak about two seconds
into the figure. This peak, at a phase velocity of 6.8 km/sec corresponds to
the first arrival (lP) observed on the profile in fig. 5-2. The maximum level
here is at about -15.5 db. The value of the level estimates has not been
corrected for the effects of MLM bias. A second event (II lP' "), not visually
apparent in fig. 5-2, occurs a fraction of a second later at a slightly lower
c.". This IIdoublet" phenomenon is seen frequently .in the ROSE data. One
possible explanation is the existence of a low velocity zone at the base of
tne crust (Lewis and Snydsman, 1977). Evidence of a low velocity region in
lower crust, from an OBS experiment conducted near the East Pacific Rise, is
a 1 so presented by Orcutt (1976).
The next prominent arrival, at T =11.2 seconds, was also not
discernable on the time profile. With a phase velocity of about 4.5 km/sec,
and a level about 13 db lower than lP and ipl, it is either a late arrival
Fig.5-4a
Results of velocity analysis of data in figs. 5-2. Horizontal axis
is travel time. Vertical axes are: l)apparent phase velocity across
array, 2)equivalent slowness (p) of arrival, and 3) equivalent grazing
angle at array for plane waves. Amplitude of estimates are contoured
in 4 db increments.
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from an area with a lower sound speed ("1ayer 211, if we use the Raitt model),
or a converted shear wave (lS), although the phase speed i ~ somewhat hi gh for
the 1 atter case. The next peak, 4.5 seconds after lP, is the
refracted/reflected 2P with a level of about -18 db and a velocity of 7.3
km/sec. The level of this arrival here is not higher than that of lP, although
this is often the case. An echo of lP' appears next at T=12.7 followed a
second later by a weaker (-27 db) event at 6.2 km/sec. Again, these last two,
although considerably stronger than the background level, were nevertheless
not visually discernable. Finally, a progression of arrivals begins after T=17
seconds at very sha 11 ow grazi n9 ang 1 es. The fact that each of these
progressively increases in angle is in accord with the interpretation of these
as water bounces with higher order reflections encountering the array at
larger angles.
Before turning to MLM estimates of the MABS data, we first present
results from a Line 2S shot at a 31 km offset in fig. 5-5. The resolution in
phase velocity of prominent events is not as great as in the preceeding case.
This is due to the fact that only 12 of the 24 data channels were used when
processing line 2S. For this experiment, the doublet phenomenon is again seen
at T=8.2 and T=9 seconds, as well as the 2P árriva1 4.5 seconds later. With
the increased offset, a 113P" arrival also occurs at T=17.5 followed by 3 water
arrivals at T=20, 21; and 24.5.
In Figs. 5-6a and 5-6b, we look at MLM estimates obtained with the
vertical (MABS) data of fig. 5-3. This data was obtained from the same shot as
the ESP data just discussed, although the offset to the MABS was only 17 km.
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Again, vertical resolution (in phase velocity) is not as sharp as in the ESP
2L results due to the smaller number (8) of sensors, and the fact that, for
high phase velocity arrivals, the energy encounters the array close to
endfire The lP arrival at 6.2 seconds on channell of fig. 5-3 is represented
as the peak at T =6.8 sec. on the contour plot. Since the mathematical origin
of the array geometry used in the algorithm is at the surface, for a channel
at depth zÄ. and a target angle looking below the vertical array, an estimate
at time t uses data that appeared on channe 1 i at:
;: - ¡!:. Cß (; ( 5- 2 )
C! 0
For channell, at 1 km depth, this is .66 sec at a phase velocity of 7000
km/sec. At T=l1 seconds, the event at phase velocity 5 km/sec, with amplitude
20.6 db, is the upgoing 2P arrival observed in fig 5-3. In this case, the 2P
level is indeed higher than that of the lP. In fig 5-3, we saw that beginning
at T~ll seconds, the recorded MABS data was not usable for velocity analysis.
The 2P event estimated at this time, however, is still based on earlier,
coherent data. Using eq 5-2, the approximate locus of invalid data is
indicated in the shaded region.
Although the horizontal offset in this data is, respectively, 9 and 14
km 1 ess than the offset of the 2L and 2S data di scussed above, the hi gher
level (+17.3 db) of lP in these estimates is partly due to a decreased MLM
bias for the smaller number of channels used. In the next chapter,
compensations for this effect are calculated so that levels are made
insensitive to channel number for the 8, 12, and 24 sensor data.
In figure 5-6b the target angle used in the MLM algorithm was set for
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estimation in the same phase velocity range as above, except that the array
looks upward. Arrivals from the surface are contoured. The lP reflected
arrival appears earlier in this case since data subsequent to the estimation
time is used. The locus of invalid data has increased in this case, as
indicated in the shaded region The peak level of lP here is about 3db higher
than that of the corresponding event in 5-6a., due to interference effects at
the surface and statistical fluctuations.
For an overall view of the behavior of the velocity estimates
generated by the routine at different offsets, figure 5~7a and 5-7b are
schematic outlines of the main events from contour plots of ten shots in one
ESP refract i on 1 i ne (2S) at the 8 Hertz center frequency. Each of the ten
bands gives a summary of one experiment with the prominent events plotted
horizontally with travel time after the first arrival, and vertically with
estimated phase velocity from zero to ten km/sec. The estimated levels and
path designations (where possible) are annotated at each peak. All ten shots
appear with first arrivals alligning vertically. The appearance of LW in each
band (indicated by the dashed iines) occurs at the first event with relatively
low (1.5 to 2 km/sec) estimated velocity. Preceeding LW, most of the energy is
seen to concentrate at time i nterva 1 s of 4.5 seconds and at hi gh estimated
velocities, due to refraction/reflection. There is a Iisplitting" of lP into
distinct multipaths in most experiments and this phenomemon is also seen in
the 2P regions. "Medium" velocity arrivals (in a 4 to 6 km/sec band) occur two
to three seconds after lP in four of the bands. The level of peaks in the 2P
Fig. 5-7 a
Schematic outline of results of MLManalysis on line 2S ESP data.
Each band indicates results from one shot. The vertical axis is phase
velocity in each band ånd the horizontal axis is travel time. Each band
begins with the first significant event for the shot.
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regi ons is not consi stently hi gher or lower than the 1 P 1 evel s. Thi s coul d be
due to interference, varying from constructive to destructive, due to
bathymetri c vari ati ons whi ch were on the order of a wavel ength (200 meters).
After the water wave arri val s, most shots exhi bi t the mul tipl e structure we
have discussed, gradually increasing in IIvelocityll and separation from the
preceding multiple.
Within each shot band, the estimates give a good indication of the
relative variation in phase velocity of coherent arrivals. This has made it
possible to identify different types of arrivals in one experiment. Actual
numerical velocity estimates from an array, however, are suspect in regions
where the hori zontal 1 ayer model is not val i d due to rough topography. For
instance, if we take the simple one inteface model and allow the boundary to
be slightly inclined from the horizontal by ~~ ' the variation of estimated
phase velocity in the water with the inclination, via eq. 5-1, is:/:Cp ~ Ct ~e ACP (5-3)
The sensitivity for this simple model is large for events with high phase
velocities. At c~ ~ 7 km/sec, for instance, an inclination of one degree would
change the estimated velocity by 500 m/sec. If, in an expanded model, a gently
varyi ng 1 ayer at the seabed was above a set of stri ctly hori zonta 1 1 ayers,
than phase vel oci ty estimates at the array coul d be corr,ected by adequately
sampling the bathymetry along the line and using eq. 5-3 to correct for
various inclinations encountered. Because of the proximity of the experiment
to the East Paci fi c Ri se, however, the bathymetry in the ROSE area was
extremely complex. Figure 5-8 is a diagram of sampled depths for line 2S, at
the locations of the emerging rays, with approximate bottom inclinations.
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. .
Bottom slopes in the 2 to 3 range were not uncommon and phase vel oc ity
estimates with the simple model just mentioned, could be more than 1 km/sec in
error. Unfortunately, we obtained depth samp 1 es on ly at i nterva 1 s of 1 km or
more (on the order of the ESP array length), and attempts to correct the
velocity estimates have not been fruitful.
In this situation, although raw velocity estimates from the velocity
spectral analysis routine are suspect, the ability to discern the relative
difference in phase velocities of sequential events is still of use. In
figures 5-9a and 5-9b, travel time/offset plots for two ESP lines (2S and 2L)
are shown. These fi gures were constructed from range i nformat i on generated by
the RAYDIST unit and travel times based on the first water arrival (lW).
Although a more accurate system for measuring arrival times would be required
for in depth analysis, the ability to discriminate relative phase velocity at
the array did produce fruitful results. Estimated velocities are divided into
three categories: low (1500 to 3500 km/sec), medium (3500 to 5500), and high
(5500 and above). The suite of prominent arrivals in time are plotted
vertically. The "doublet" (and sometimes "tripletll) phenomenon of closely
spaced high velocity events are indicated in the circles. In fig. 5-9a, with
\ fairly dense shot spacing, we were able to discern two distinct first arrival
slopes. The first at 6.6 km/sec would correspond to the approximate sound
speed in layer 3 while the slope (7.8 km/sec) at the largest offset indicates
a MOHO refraction. Since upper mantle velocity is normally 8.2 km/sec (Lewis,
1978) in older regions, this lower estimate is in accord with the "anoma10us
mantle" in fig. 23 of Christensen & Salisbury (1975).
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A consistent set of "medium" MLM estimates, occurring after the first
arrival with an approximate slope of 5.7 km/sec, confirms the presence of
"1ayer 2" events. Because average crustal shear velocity is about 4 km/sec,
the possibility of these "medium" velocity events being converted shear
arrivals is ruled out. The refraction/reflection (2P) events are seen in the
line parallel to the locus of first arrivals. As many as four low phase
velocity water arrivals can also be seen, the lines formed by these events on
the T-X diagram all tending to converge at large offsets.
In figure 5-9b, although the refraction line was actually run out to
ranges in excess of 100 km, water wave data was not available to us beyond 80
km, at which point travel time calculations could not be continued. First
arrivals indicate both a 6.6 km/sec, and a higher (8.9 km/sec) slope,
intersecting at a range of 30 km. This extremely high mantle velocity estimate
is due to errors caused by calculating first arrival slopes from sparsely
sampled data. In this line there is only one "medium" velocity event, at 26
km, that may be a layer 2 arrivaL. The "doublet" phenomena is especially
prominent in 2P and 3P refraction/reflections~ and, at 40 & 52 km, a "4P"
arri va 1 s occur.
Although extremely rough bathymetry and errors in position information
lessen the accuracy of velocity estimates from one shot alone, we have shown
that knowledge of the relative values of velocity estimates in one experiment
can still aid in the interprètation of a travel time-offset diagram of
refraction data. Furthermore, we have been able to identjfy events beyond the
-62-
first arrival and can discriminate arrivals from different trajectories that
appear simultaneously at a receiver.
The interpretations of the MLM estimates of the first arrivals in the
T -X P lot are supported by the fact that, at a range of 30 to 40 km, the
replacement of layer 2 events as first arrivals by higher velocity mantle
refractions is a common occurrence. An increase in amplitude at this distance
occurs frequently, as discussed in Chapter II. In chapter VI, we use level
estimates from the MLM routine, calculate crustal transmission losses, and
determine estimates of this energy focusing at these ranges.
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CHAPTER VI
TRANSMISSION LOSS CALCULATIONS
A
We now descri be the procedure followed in taki n9 val ues of P( f, ~)
generated by the MLM algorithm and calculating numerical estimates of
transmi ssi on loss for ROSE refracti on events. We have shown that the
frequency/wavenumber estimates represent energy arrivi ng at the array
partitioned with respect to both temporal and spatial frequencies (power per
Hertz per steradi an). The rel ati on between the estimates and the acousti c
quanti ti es defi ni ng transmi ssi on loss is fi rst presented. We then di scuss fi ve
'"
correcti ons that are appl i ed to P (f, ~) so that val i d TL estimates are
produced. The method followed in the calculation of source level (SL) for each
shot is also described. Estimates of transmission loss versus range are then
presented for ESP 1 i nes 2S and 2L. The parti cul ar paths for whi ch transmi ssi on
losses are calculated are LP, 2P, LW, and the IIlayer 211 arrivals.
Rel ati on of Transmi ssi on Loss and Frequency/Wavenumber Estimates
Transmi ssi on loss at a poi nt ~ is defi ned as (from CL ay & Medwi n, 1977) :
TL (A) =- SL - S PL (~) ( 6- 1 )
SL denotes the source 1 evel :
S L= LO~ ~ (R4)
f~ R14
square pressure at reference di stance R~ .
level at r:
( 6- 2 )
-.
where p~ (R~ ) is the mean
SPL(~) is the sound pressure
'i (.I )
ç P L ( & ì -= (l) -l ~i-u
(6-3 )
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.a
. In this chapter, the reference distance used is ~ = 1 meter, and the root
mean square reference pressure is p ~ = 1 ~Pa. The mean square pressure is
related to the spectral density, ~p(f,i) by:
00
;p 2(.&) : ~ 4 Jf (-L, d.ì
( 6-4 )
"
I f the sound fie' d is mode l' ed as a stat i onary random proces s, then ~ pC f , I)
is equivalent to the spectral covariance function of the random pressure
process: Jp (f,i) = Sf' (f, I.A-I1) at I.i = i~ = I. Both describe the density
of energy with respect to temporal frequency, f, at location I.
For a homogeneous process, the covariance function can be written as:
Ç'f q, D) - S /l£ Pi' q..) ( 6- 5 )
where P, (f,~) is the frequency/wavenumber funct i on of the random pressure
process. The mean square pressure can then be written as:
:p2(.J) -= S~S&L Pi' Cl,iC)
( 6-6)
P p( f,~) thus represents the dens ity of energy per Hz. per steradi an.
In Chapter IV, an acoustic event resulting from an explosive source in
a refract ion experi ment was mode 11 ed as a windowed segment of a un i direct i ona 1
plane wave po(.)' propagating in a direction ~/ l'£,I. The frequency/
wavenumber function of this model process is impulsive, i.e. Pf(f,~) =
Po(f) b(-i-'f('), where PÐ(f) is the power spectrum of Pø(.). By substitution,
eq. 6-6 can then be rewritten as:cx d:
l'".l) -= S ,II r&il Y'eO,'l)b(ii-lCp) ~ r,d Po (J~)o U 1 ~,. õ'- r (6-7)o
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In the MLM algorithm, estimates of the frequency/wavenumber function are made
for a set of center frequenc i es, f 0 ' in bands of wi dth W. We assume the
estimated function is approximately constant over W so that:
11~w (-4) ~ 8. (1'''1') w (6-8)
"""
p~iw(r) is the mean square pressure in a frequency band centered at fo with
width W.
In estimating transmission loss, we choose an event represented by a
"
large value of the estimated wavenumber function, P(f,~ and consider the
event as an arrival of the model process at ý~= ~,. The transmission loss for
the chosen event at ~'t is then:
TL--c.1A (.1,) = ÇL - s PLl.,w (.& ')
Whel¡ P Ll"w (.J ) =- 10 l- ~,;) -: (0 ~ &ç..cJi W
A ?AI
-=iOß". P(iOJ'£~ A:(~ + lOJhi W (6-10)
"'-0 ~'i ~a- A~,u
We Choose bof.c = W so that: ~ A.
-- ( r' 1_ P., (:gJ~*,~I Li.,1) 4) =.: L-io ~1 -f.u ~
( 6- 9 )
( 6- 11 )
This is a modified version of eq 6-1 with TL; ul (r) representing the loss in
1)Olll -
a specific frequency band arriving at the receivers at the angle ~/I~tl
.
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Corrections to MLM Estimates
Before eq 6-11 can be implemented, we must relate P~(f,í~, the
frequency/wavenumber functi~n of the model pressure field with P~(f,~~), the
quantity actually estimated in the MLM algorithm from the sampled data points
on the magnetic tapes. Five corrections to P~(f,,,) are needed to remove
effects of: i) sampling in time and frequency; ii)artifacts of receiver
location (Lloyd mirror effect); iii) array gain, iv) hydrophone sensitivity,
and v) MLM bias.
Sampling Correction
In Appendix 6-1, it is shown that the spectral density function, for
windowed segments of length T, sampled at the Nyquist interval A T, can be
wr i tten as: ( b. ï""' (.4:.o+ "4T I P ( ..'(.2-lJ
J q.,4) = '\ i.?i- 'XT - 1- (6-12)
M is the number of Fourier coefficients, P(k Af), in W. ko is the coefficient
number corresponding to fo. If we compare eq 6-12 with eq 4-34c, the term in
the above bracket is recognized as the implemented expression for the diagonal
elements of the estimated covariance matrix,~s~ (f~ . In order that the
estimated matrix be equivalent to the spectral density function,~ (f,r), a
2
correction due to sampling: e= ~ T /T, is applied to the matrix. This same
correct i on must be app 1 ied to the MLM frequency/wavenumber estimates.
In the ROSE data set, T = .004 sec., and the effective data length
(after windowing) was T -.5 sec.
I 0 -t e :. ID ~
so that a correct i on of:
(.OOc.)'l
~ - J.ç- ¿l
.5"
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was subtracted from 10 log P (f , for all of the experiments.
Lloyd Mi rror Correct i on
The Lloyd mirror effect is important in characterizing the sound field
near a free surface, especially at low frequencies, where wavelengths are
greater than the dimension of the average surface roughness so that reflection
is specular. A correction for this effect was necessary for data received with
the horizontal (ESP) array. At an approximate depth of 10 meters, surface
reflections, when added to arrivals from below, significantly alter the
amplitude of the waveform at a sensor. Referring to Fig. 6-1, EDA represents a
pure sinusoidal plane wavefront with frequency f, arriving at a sensor at
point A at time t. The vertical angle is ~ and hydrophone depth is BA = d.
The sensor will also be influenced at this moment by a surface reflected
arri va 1 that has traversed the extra di stance DC + CA. The necessary
correction for this effect, as shown in Appendix 6-2, is:
~O Lr 1:i.4 (2i~~o(l ( 6- 13)
Typical correction curves for different frequencies, f, versus vertical
angle, oL ,are shown in fig. 6-2. Since estimates were performed across a 3 or
4 Hz band, corrections were averaged across each band. For high phase
velocities, this factor is on the order of 3 db at 8 Hz. For each event, the
estimated angle of arrival obtained with the MLM algorithm was used in eq.
6-13. The frequency averaging is particularly important at large vertical
angles (water arrivals) since corrections are large and sensitive to frequency
E c 8
i
d
___L
Fig. 6- 1
Geometry used in discussion of Lloyd mirror effect.
20 log 2 sin (27T fd ~o: a )
db
10
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--- B --~o ----___ \
--~-~-~- \
.
-10
90
-20 d = 10 meters
-30
a
F i a. 6- 2
Lloyd mirror effect versus vertical angle for 3 frequencies.
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where predicted amplitudes are small. Because of this severe attenuation near
endfire, the bottom reflected water wave, rather than the essentially
unobservable, higher angle direct arrival, is observed in ESP data.
Array Directivity
Another correction applicable to the ESP array only is due to the fact
that each of the .24 "sensors" was actually composed of two fifty meter
streamer sections connected in parallel. To correct for directivity effects of
each of these small" arrays", each channel is modelled as an unphased 100
meter long 1 i ne array with beam pattern, from eq. 4-12:
~ L ir -i .. ""J ( 6- 14)
where ~ is the vertical angle. The correction applied to the data due to
this effe;~:~ C~ 1l~ ~O(J (6-15)
which is plotted in fig. 6-3. As with the mirror effect, high velocity
arrivals at low angles are not heavily affected by this correction. but they
are quite sensitive for water arrivals. Frequency averaging across the
estimation band was done for all events.
Hydrophone Sens it i vity
The data recorded on the ESP and MABS tapes are the voltages that were
present at the output of the acquisition systems. Hydrophone sensitivity
corrections are necessary to convert this data into units of sound pressure.
Figure 6-4 is a schematic illustration of the results of a calibration
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Fig. 6- 3
Array di rect i vity effect for 100 meter 1 ine array at 3 frequencies.
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TABLE 6-1
EXPERIMENT ARRAY K CENTER FREQ M ~
2S MABS 8 8 4 .03
12 4 .03
16 4 .03
2S ESP 12 8 4 .02
12 4 .02
16 4 .02
2L ESP 24 5 3 .03
(to 45km) 8 3 .03
11 3 .03
14 3 .03
2L ESP 24 5 3 .04
(at 52.5 km) 8 3 .04
11 3 .04
14 3 .04
2L ESP 24 5 3 .01
( 52.5 to lO4km) 8 3 .01
11 3 .01
14 3 .01
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performed on the MABS array prior to deployment. By averaging over the eight
functioning channels, sensitivities of about -125 and -121 db re 1 volt/rPa
were found for the 8 Hz., and the 12 & 16 Hz bands, respectively.
The sensitivity of the phones of the ESP array were given as
-185 db re lV per.~Pa. For impedance matching purposes, the coupling of each
streamer section to the ship made use of a 9:1 (18 db) step down transformer,
so that the effective sensitivity was about -203 db. Values appearing on the
final tapes sent to Woods Hole are in millivolts so that, for data processing
purposes, the effective sensitivity for the ESP array is:
(-203 + 60) = -143 db re iv/~Pa.
MUV¡ BIAS
Table 6-1 outlines the important parameters that were used in the MLM
processing and bias calculation for the ROSE data. The "white noise"
factor, "0 was varied during the processing of line 2L.
Using the correction procedure discussed in Chapter iV, we first used
'2
the background levels of each shot to provide us with an estimate of 6 . This
was done for all experiments and in all the vari ous frequency bands. The
i.
results were then averaged to provide the following values of 6 used for
bi as correct ion:
Line 2L, ESP array: 62 = .004 at 5 Hz
It =
.0035 at 8 Hz
If =
.003 at 11 Hz
.. =
.002 at 14 Hz
62. =
.0035 at 8 Hz
,. =
.003 at 12 Hz
.1 =
.002 at 16 Hz
Line 2S, ESP array:
Fig. 6-4
MABS hydrophone sensitivities.
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Line 2S, MABS array:
'2
6 = . 175
" = .175
11 = . 175
at 8 Hz
at 12 Hz
at 16 Hz
The difference in 6~ levels between the MABS and ESP is about 17 db
corresponding to the difference in hydrophone sensitivities. With
A
versus p ~ curves
combinations of r
'1 ,.
6 known, P
(as in figures 4-15 and 4-16) were drawn for all necessary
2-
, M, 6 , and K needed in Tab 1 e 6- 1. and the necessary
correct ions were found from these curves.
Since MLM bi as is a funct i on of r , a test of the bi as correcti on
procedure was performed with actual data using different values of this
parameter. The MLM rout i ne was run fi ve times on a two second set of data that
. included the lP arrival at 8 Hz in Figure 5-4a. For each run, l( was changed,
'"
its value ranging from .01 to .05 in increments of .01. The results, 10 log P,
plotted in figure 6-7, varied by 5 db, due to bias dependence on r . With
Abias corrections, the corrected levels, 10 log P~ ' remain within 1 db of
each other.
Source Leve 1
For each shot point in the Rose experiment, the explosive weight and
an estimated shot depth, based on sinking rate and source monitor times, were
known. Employing this information in an empirical relation (Wakely, 1977), an
expression for the pressure waveform at a range R was computed. The model
waveform includes four bubble pulse periods following an initial shock pulse.
The waveform was Fourier transformed and the squared magnitude of the
resulting components were averaged across the estimation bands in the data.
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After correcti ng back to a 1 meter range, the resul ts became the source
pressure levels used in the TL calculations. In Fig. 6-5, representative
temporal and spectral profiles for a 25 lb charge detonated at 35.9 meters are
shown. For this shot, the averaging in frequency was particularly important in
the 8 Hz band because of a 10 db dip in the level near 7.5 Hz. Since the shock
wave intensity in all shots used in our work was above the cavitation limit,
the energy near the sources was incoherent and a Lloyd mirror correction at
the shot points would not be valid. Source level behavior from a cavitating
shock wave at the surface is a nonlinear acoustics problem which still needs
analysi s.
Imp 1 emented transmi ssi on loss equati on
Applying the five corrections outl ined above, the expression for
parti ti oned transmi ssi on loss in eq. 6-11 can be rewri tten as:
iL t....,i.Ù = s Ul.) - Lo~ P", (l,',i) - 2D~ .Ç+ 10.i e - 2.0 ~Lr- 20~ A DJ
( 6- 1 6 )
where S denotes hydrophone sensitivity, e is the sampling correction, and LM
and AD are the mirror effect and array directivity corrections, respectively.
LM and AD effects were not appl icabl e to the verti cal array (MABS) estimates.
A
P (f, ~) represents the magnitude of the frequency-wavenumber estimate after
~ -
bi as correcti on. Resul ts obtai ned from the use of thi s expression are now
presented.
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Transmission Loss Estimates for lP events
In figure 6-6, TL estimates at 8 Hz for the first major event (lP) in
both MASS and ESP data from 1 ines 2S and 2L are shown up to an offset of 42
kilometers. Line 2S shots consisted of alternating 5 and 25 lb charges. Only
25 1 b shots are used in the process i ng of MABS data from th is 1 i ne, but both
sizes are included in the estimates for the ESP data, with the 5 lb shots
being indicated in the figure. Line 2L at these offsets used 180 lb charges
exclusively. The following points should be noted:
i) Line 2S shots with 5 lb charges generally have higher TL estimates
than those us i ng 25 1 bs. A bo 1 der 1 i ne is drawn through poi nts corresponding
to 25 1b charges only. The approximate 5 db difference in the calculated TL
for 5 and 25 1 b shots is probably due to errors in source 1 eve 1 est imates. The
depths at which both size charges detonated were roughly the same (40 m.), so
that Lloyd mi rror correct ions on the source 1 eve 1 s, even if they were val i d,
would not change the relative difference in the estimates.
i i) If we ignore the 5 1 b data and note that 1 i ne 2L was processed
with 24 channels, the ESP 2S data with 12, and the MABS with 8, we can see a
steady progression in the TL curves with the data with the least number of
sensors having the least loss. The difference in the estimates for line 2L
data and 2S data could again be due to error in source level estimates, line
2L having used 180 lb charges. The approximate 5db mean difference of the 25
1 b. MABS and ESP 2S data, however, cannot be caused by the use of erroneous
source levels. The discrepancy may be attributed to: a) the fact that,
geographically, the MABS and ESP 2S data are samples of different locations
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and the crust is not 1 atera lly homogeneous; b) stat i st i ca 1 fl uctuat ions in the
MLM estimator; and c) errors in MLM bias correction. Since the bias
corrections employed are based on empirical results and since MLM bias is very
sensitive to the number of sensors used, the latter is probably more
significant. If we look at fig. 6-7, however, in which TL estimates for the
same set of data are shown without bias corrections, we can see that the
variation of the estimates with the number of sensors used has been
s i gni fi cant ly reduced in the corrected set.
iii) There is a consistent drop in TL for all 3 data sets between the
ranges of 25 and 40 km. As we have ment i oned, thi s is often encountered in
refraction data. This drop is about 6 db in 2S ESP data, 10 db in 2S MABS, but
only 2 db in the 2L data. The latter, however, is undersampled so that
evidence for a greater focusing effect between offsets of 33 to 40 km may have
been missed.
Figure 6-9 illustrates the results produced when TL estimates for line
2L, out to a range of 104 km, are ca lcul ated for 4 separate frequency bands
and are IIcorrectedll for geometrical spreading. A value, 10 log r"Z (r being the
horizontal offset in meters), was subtracted from each TL value. In this
drawing, an ideal pressure wavefront with a simple spherical attenuation would
appear as a hori zonta 1 1 i ne. We observe that the actual loss in the crust
increased with range somewhat faster than the r'2 dependence. Assuming the
geometrical factor has been accounted for, this added loss reflects the
absorption of energy that has taken place along the path. In this figure, the
IIresonancell phenomenon of a low point in TL between offsets of 30 and 40 km
70
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appears more dramati cally for 1 i ne 2L data than in fi gure 6-7 because of the
geometrical spreading factors applied.
Parameters of 1 i near regressi on appl i ed to TL estimates
In Table 6-2, the results of applying a linear regression to
transmi ssi on loss estimates versus offset are presented. The parameters of the
regression tabulated are:
N
0( (db/km)
E3 ( db )
~
6
Q
the number of TL estimates used in the regression;
the slope of the fi tted 1 i ne wi th respect to offset,
indicating loss above (or below) geometrical losses due
to absorpti on and other effects;
the intercept at zero offset of the regressi on whi ch is
an indication of lIinsertion lossesll such as reflection
losses atl ayer boundaries and transmission -
coefficients;
the IIcoeffi ci ent of detenninati onll or corre1 ati on
coefficient indicating the quality of fit achieved by
the regression. Values closer to 1 indicate a better
fit than values near zero;
the standard deviation of the regression
a dimensionless attenuation factor: the ratio of energy
stored i n on~c~cl e to the energy lost duri ng the
cycle: Q =~. 20 JßW€- (Clay & Medwin, 1977)
Cp 0( -- .:
Regressi on resul ts for path 1 P from 1 i ne 2L in tabl e 6-2 are presented
for the entire line and also separately: i) for offsets up to 35 km; and ii)
for offsets beyond 35 km. The corre 1 ati on coeffi ci ents for the 1 atter two sets
are consi stently higher than for estimates made from' the enti rel i ne , since
Center G. -LPath Data Set Freq. (Hz) N 0( (db/km) -- .J
1 P Li ne 2L 5 11 .12 34.59 .53 3.22 162(20 to 8 11 .17 38. 13 .66 3.38 183
104 km 11 10 .09 45.29 .54 2.01 476
offset) 14 10 .11 50.66 .63 2.06 496
1 P Line 2L 5 3 .45 28.33 .98 .34 43(20 to 8 3 .22 38.9 .94 .3 142
35 km 11 3 -.08 50.8 1.00 .13
offset) 14 3 -.13 57.5 .98 .16
1 P Line 2L 5 8 .20 28. 56 .69 2.85 97(35 to 8 8 .24 32.56 .7 3.39 130
104 km 11 7 .15 40.58 .73 1.77 286"
offset) 14 7 .15 47. 54 .65 2.12 364
LP Li ne 2S 8 6 -.13 44.43 .08 2.11
( ES P 5# 12 6 -.93 61 .05 .99 .53
shots; 16 16 6 -.67 60. 48 .65 2.35
to 30 km)
1 P Line 2S 8 3 .23 34. 90 .72 .81 136
(ESP 25# 12 3 .18 37.08 .08 3.39 260
shots; 17 16 3 -.50 58.50 .98 .45
to 30 km)
1 P Li ne 2S 8 11 .77 22.06 .78 2.23 40
(MABS; 8 12 11 -.02 40.36 .03 2.63
to 25 km 16 11 . -.23 47. 46 .37 1.58
offset)
TABLE 6-2
Results of linear regression for path lP
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the effect of the nonlinear behavior at IIresonancell near 35 km is decreased.
Thi s di vi si on of 2L data is al so moti vated by the fact that data below 35 km
may refl ect losses in propagation through "1 ayer 311, whil e estimates made from
data beyond 35 km involve energy that has interacted with the Moho.
The most. consistent feature in the results for 2L in table 6-2 is the
increase in i nserti on loss, f? ' wi th center frequency. Thi sloss increases
an average of 9 db for each 3 Hz increment infrequency. The magni tude and
frequency behavi or of ß is essenti ally on agreement wi th the resul ts of
Baggeroer and Falconer (1981) for estimates of transmi ssi on loss for events
interpreted as Moho refracti ons in the CANBARX experiment. The sl opes, ~ ,
however, averagi ng about .2 db/km for 1 i ne 2L IIMoholl data, are consi stently
lower than those in the CANBARX paper (whi ch is on the order of .5 db/km) and
are also lower than attenuations extrapolated from data published by Hamilton
(1972), whi ch tends to be closer to 1 db/km. The data in the 1 atter paper is
relatively sparse at low frequencies and concerns propagation in marine
sediments. Acoustic behavior in basement basalt and/or Moho would be expected
to be more efficient as the present results indicate.
As wi th the Rose data, the estimates in the CANBARX paper are based on
crustal refracti on data and the procedure used in eval uati ong TL is the same
as used here except that MLM bi as correcti ons were not performed. The fact
that large bias corrections, essentially based on empirical results, were used
in the 24 channel 2L data and that similar corrections (although they would be
small er for the CANBARX array, wi th a maximum of 12 functi oni ng channel s) were
not appl i ed to the CANBARX data may account for the di screpancy between the
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two estimates of ~ . CANBARX resul ts are also based on data taken from fi ve
experiments while the ROSE 2L estimates involve data from up to eleven
separate shots.
The values of Q obtained here, in keeping with lower estimates of
in ROSE resul ts, are hi gher than in CANBARX. As such, they tend to be closer
- Ito the resul ts of Jacobson (Jacobson et a 1, 1981) in whi ch val ues of Q ,the
IIspecific quality factorll, obtained in a sedimentary region in the Bay of
Bengal, approached values less than .01 at the greatest depths sampled.
Estimates of Q are lacking in the tables for data in which the resulting ~
estimate was negative. These negative estimates occur in lines in which the
attenuati on of energy was 1 ess severe than that caused by spheri ca 1 spreadi ng,
possibly due to the effect of "resonancell.
ROSE line 2L data, although relatively sparse with respect to shot
density, is considered to be of higher quality than the line 2S data in which
a small er number of data channel s was used. In tabl e 6-2, resul ts for path 1 P
areal so presented for ESP and MABS data for 2S. The parameters of the
regression are considerably more scattered than those for 2L and the
correlation coefficients of some 2S results decreases below .1. In comparing
the 2L and 2S parameters, with the data from 2S involving offsets up to, but
not including, the ranges at which IIresonancell occurred, a consistent feature
àppears to be the decrease of the esti mated slope, ~ , wi th i ncreasi ng
center frequency. In both the 25 1 b ESP and the MABS 2S cases, 0( is a
maximum at the lowest frequency and decreases so that at the upper center
frequency, it is negati ve. Thi s is a suspect resul t si nce ~, refl ecti ng
(at least partially) absorption losses in the crust, would be expected to
increase wi th frequency, perhaps 1 i nea rly as in the data pub 1 i shed in Hami 1 ton
Center
Path Data Set Freq. (Hz) N 0( (db/km) .~ (db) L 6
-9
2P Line 2L 5 11 .04 37.91 .11 2.92 487(20 to 8 11 .07 41.25 .26 3.11 445
1 04 km 11 10 .04 46. 53 .3 1.57 1072
offset) 14 10 .08 49.62 .34 2.73 682
2P Line 2S 8 5 -.20 45.74 .06 3.06
(ESP 5# 12 5 -.45 50. 58 .46 1.92
shots; 16 16 5 -.26 51 . 06 .29 1.59
to 30 km)
2P Line 2S 8 3 .67 21 .76 .32 3.43 46
(ESP 25# 12 3 .83 16.84 .99 .21 56
shots; 17 16 3 .28 39.36 .18 2.06 222
to 35 km)
2P Li ne 2S 8 8 .59 24. 18 .4 2.43 53
(MABS; 16 12 8 -.29 44.00 .22 1.66
to 25 km) 16 8 .19 35.56 .03 2.99 328
offset)
LW Line 2L 8 5 -. 005 28.75 . 0008 1.93(20 to 11 5 .26 32.24 .26 2.16 769
52 km) 14 5 .87 47.59 .87 2.12 292
LW Line 2S 8 12 . 1 29.9 .39 .95 1455
( ESP; 1 5 12 12 -.07 29.75 .04 2.19
to 42 km; 16 12 .07 1 9. 34 .02 .98 4158
all shots)
LW Line 2S 8 6 .05 31.87 .19 .8 2910
(ESP to 42 12 6 -.19 34.6 .28 2.13
km; 25# shots)
LW Line 2S 8 6 .10 29.48 .22 .89 1455
(to 30 km; 12 6 -.16 30. 74 .3 1.20
5# shots)
II 
Layer Line 2S 8 4 -.1 54.34 .13 .93
211 (ESP) 12 4 -.37 58. 71 .44 1.59
16 2 -.58 67.5 1.00
Table 6-3
Resul ts of 1 i near regressi on for paths 2P, LW, and III ayer 211 returns
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(1972). Although the 25 data is scattered, this pattern is corroborated in the
2L resul ts wi thi n the 20 to 35 km offset range. Thi s phenomenon may be caused
by the IIresonancell affecti ng the estimated slope at offsets 1 ess than 35km.
Another possi bi 1 i ty is that, as a general rul e, bi as correcti ons tend to be
1 argest at hi gher frequenci es where ori gi na 1 frequency/wavenumber estimates
are usually lower. Hi gher frequency data may have tended to be
1I0ver-corrected'" causing this pattern in the regression parameters. The
pattern, however, seems to be associated with data collected up to the
resonance point only. Line 2L data, beyond 35 km, is not affected as severely.
In table 6-3, results of regressions performed on TL estimates for
paths 2P, LW, and the low level, possibly "layer 211, events are tabulated. In
accord wi th resul ts in the CANBARX paper, the i nserti on losses for the
multiple reflection/refraction path, 2P, are greater than those for the
primary LP, but attenuations, ~ , especially in the 24 channel data, tend
to be smaller (near zero). The phenomenon of relatively high multiple
ampl i tudes is commonly observed in refracti on profiles but remai ns to be
analysed ri gorously. In all the 2P data presented, the correl ati on
coefficients are considerably smaller than those for LP, possibly due to the
rough topography encountered in the waterborne segments of these events.
The effects of seafloor topography also extend to the LW data in which
all of the regression parameters tabulated again have relatively low
correl ati on coeffi ci ents. As di scussed previ ously, the theoreti cal path for
these events encounters the seafloor before arriving at the. receivers. For
1 i ne 2L data, i nserti on loss and, in thi sease, ~ increases wi th frequency.
Care must be taken in interpreting this result because, as we have seen, large
Lloyd mi rror and di recti vi ty correcti ons are incorporated in the hi gher
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frequency estimates. Although the quality of the linear fit is poor, due to
the rough bathymetry, the estimated slopes from 1 ine 2S average near zero,
implying near spherical spreading for LW.
Fi na lly, although only four events coul d be i denti fi ed as bei ng
possi ble III ayer 211 arrival s, the regression resul ts for these, avail abl e only
for 1 i ne 2S, show the same decreasi ng slope pattern wi th frequency that was
encountered in Table 6-2. The magnitudes of the slopes roughly correspond to
the slopes obtained for lP in ESP-2S, but the insertion loss is markedly
hi gher. Thi s is in sharp contrast wi th the 1 ow ~ for events consi dered to be
layer 2 arrivals in the CANBARX paper. The identification of this set of
events in the ROSE data remains undetermined: the arrival times corresponding
to those of possible shear arrivals (which would account for the high
insertion loss due to poor coupling between compressional and shear waves at
the basement), but the estimated phase vel oci ties at the array tendi ng to be
too hi gh for shear propagati on.
Summa ry
In applyi ng MLM array processi ng techni ques to the analysi s of data
from the ROSE experiment,. the effectiveness of the velocity estimation
procedure was dimi ni shed by extremely rough topography. Estimated phase
velocities at the array reflect variations in bathymetry as well as the
properties of crustal sections with which generated energy interacts. Results
obtai ned in applyi ng the same analysi s techni ques to data from experiments
such as CANBARX (Baggeroer & Falconer, 1981) and FRAM II (Duckworth et al,
-80-
1982), in whi ch bottom roughness was much 1 ess severe, have been more
successful in the i nversi on of the vel oci ty i nformati on .obtai ned into hi gher
resol uti on crustal model s. We have shown that, even in a IIworst case"
situation, the ability of the algorithm to discriminate arrivals by means of
relative phase velocity estimates is valuable when combined with more
conventi ona 1 methods of processi ng refracti on data.
Apart from consi derati ons of vel oci ty structure, we have shown that
amplitude information obtained from MLM estimates can be used effectively for
obtai ni ng estimates of transmi ssi on loss in the crust. Al though some work has
been done in determining TL in marine sediments, the work described here and
in the CANBARX paper (Baggeroer & Falconer) is a rare attempt at estimating
crustal losses. The resul ts of both papers agree in i nserti on loss estimates
for primary crustal paths. The attenuation of primary paths, on the order of
.5 db/km in the CANBARX results, is somewhat smaller, on the order of .2
db/km, in the work done wi th the ROSE data.
The ROSE resul ts incorporate correcti ons obtai ned by the i ntroducti on
of a procedure for the removal of bias effects in the MLM algorithm, so that
TL estimates are more accurate. This procedure, based on empirical results, is
appl i cabl e to MLM estimates obtai ned from sparse arrays, which are often the
only economical and practical means of obtaining the benefits of array
techni ques in the mari ne envi ronment.
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Appendix 4-1
Correlation and density functions between inputs and outputs of linear filters
The correlation function of a simple random process x(t) is defined as:
R~ (,.) -: 2 f ~(:J) ¿(:c-".) l
where 2 denotes expectation, and the superscript * is the complex conjugate.
In the situation shown in fig. 4-1, a process x(t) is the input to a pair of
linear filters with frequency responses H.(f) and H~(f), and impulse responses
h.(t) and h~(t). The output of a filter is just:
1(;C) = ~(.:) *À(;)
-= S ~C..t') Â(;ê-'1-) ¿".
where * denotes convolution. The correlation function of the output process
y. (t) with any desired process, d(t), is:
R~. tl (6 J = ~ f AJ,c.:) J. :o (:t -6)1
= 5 Â1 (;ê-1') £f ~(~)Æ. it(..-6)~ t!1"
_C)
OQ
-= 5 Åi (;(-"-i) R~ C'ì-;L+6) &.'1
-~
With the substitution ~' = ;t-'1 , we get:dO
R~.&. (6) -_if, C'l) Ý:-d (6 - -r1J.T'
~ A (6)-4 RJ-(ô)
L i kewi se, the corre 1 at i on funct i on R~i (cs ) is:
R. ~,(6) ~ E' f .Q(;t 1,'1 (,t -6) ~
" S.. 'I ( i:-(\ -1") £' f&cü",,, 'I ( r) 3 J. 'I
-dO
= 5Åilt(;t-~-~R4(t-~&'i
With the substitution ".' = ;t-"t , we have:
( A4- 1- 1 )
R.~.(6) -= J ..,'I( -r '- 6) Ru- (,,') ~'T
': ~, (-6) ~ Ru (6) ( A4- 1- 2 )
-A2-
If we take the Fourier transform of A4-l-l and A4-1-2, we obtain the
spectral density functions:
S11J. (t) ~ Hi (l)S~ (I)
SJ., Cl) '" 14, Y-O~4 q) "Hi '*l) ~ Cf)
( A4- 1- 3 )
From A4-1-3, using d(t) = Yi(t), we obtain:
S-l,(l)- H,Cl)$~(l)
Now using d(t) = x(t) in A4-l-4, we get:
.Ç1, (l J : 1-1,(1) It ''Yl) ~-r ( l)" l f/ (tJl2,Ç//1A4_i_S)
Also, if d(t) is Y.i(t) in A4-1-3:
S'M' q),. 1- ClJ ~-x1i (l)
Now letting x(t) be d(t) in A4-l-4:
l:'''"Ji. (I) .. f' (l) H¿ 'Yl) s: fl)
(A4-l-4 )
(A4-l-6)
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Appendix 4-2
Calculation of spectral density function of the output of an array processor
Referring to fig. 4.2, the output of the processor is just:
1(:/) ~ ~ 1¿ (;;)
where:
1;. ()) = 8¿(k) ~ /xÁ (;t)
The correlation function of this output is then:
R.~_ (6) ~ 2 f 1(;t) 1- YJ;-6) 3
~ E' f~ ¿,¿(;tiJ (f J¡(;t-.~l
Taking the expectation inside of the summations, we obtain:
Rt (6) = ~ t £ f -l¿ (:i)"/j 'I(;t-6ì)
:= 1:? R 1. Ali- (6 )
We rewrite equatiols A4-1-l and A4-l-2 from Appendix 4-1:
R-td. (6') '" 3.. (IS) ". G¿At4d. (6)
~tL. (6) -= g,¿C:6) ~~~ Cl)
-- (fA. (A4-2-3)
where d(t) is any desired process. Identifying y.(t) with d(t) in A4-2-2,equat i on A4-2-1 becomes: ~
rR(f (6) : ~ ~ g;. (6) ~ rRlL;'-lg. (6)
Now identifying d~) with x. (t), we obtain:
RAL.(6):' 22 Q. (6)"'~ a. (-6) ~RÆ.4' (6)o ,¡ d- JA, J¡. .. "1
Taking the Fourier transform, we get:
(A4-2-l)
(A4-2-2)
(A4-2-4)
5(r a) ~ ~ f G,i qJ 0 ~l) ~~1 (I) (A4-2-5)
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Appendix 4-3
Derivation of Optimal Response Function for Arbitrary Noise Covariance
We wish to minimise ~(P =t- % b.J.~)!Ç1 (~) G¡a) with the
constraint that J1(f,-i~ = 1 = ~ ~Å.(~)e-t21nt*..A.A .
Via Lagrangian Multipliers:
~~~~ k. lG.JI)~¡¿(l)r;"i'lt'()+A(Jif~ G.¿( J)e~å21t~~'J:~_1.t
G. (f) A.~t 1~t 1) q 1) fí 1) 'õ --, 1)
'"
~
a) Take partials d- G~~) and set to zero: .
_ ;i?i. !Ç ~ (~) G ~'l a) + 'Aa) e -~ 2.'I '.l.ø -= 0for k - 1, 2,...., K. a
T
b) Define vector §if) = (G.c~)/G2.(~)). . . . . . ,Gw:(~) J, the steering vectorT 12.-i~...¿, . 2.'f~'.&c. ,..
s(l,'.t) = (e ) . . . . . J¿ J, and the KxK Hermitian matrix
(S.c(f)J, so that we may write the above as:
~L.Çi(~)J lg'*-rÀ(l) ~~(t"t;'-=O
or
G~ (0) :. - ~ IS. (g)l-l£*(~y:*.)
- \) 2. L": ~ 1) ~ - 1/ (A4-3-la)or -I
fl' (l) =- Mp L ~ aU. g"'(liC) (by taking conjum:3:j~ïspose)
')
c) Take partial ~ À/-ß) and set to zero:
l G..~) e. -flir~""À'" = (z -r 5. *- = :1.. ,.
d) Substitute for § from A4-3-lb:
1- = - ~)g:'q.-£J fs-.;/tiJ~'YlJ!~)
or _ ~ : r~T (l-4) CS1 qa-i€*/l lC.t)1-1
e) Now substitute - ~(~ into equations A4-3-1:
-A5-
'" r S¿ (~1J -l ~ '* a ,i,¡)
~ a) ~ gr(l'#) C~a)T/£'t(l!l)
J-1G -r ú) = gT" (~'¡é) r~~ fl) (A4-3-2b)
- 1) . £T(1lY.t;) L~ (-Cl J -'~* (l xJt)
f) Since Vfl .¿)= ;.~ G..J~) e.-i 2... ,c, .,.L = f. T ~ "'q. .¡ ) .
we jjri ~): _ GT (l£,i Jß1 fl JJ ~~ (l ~C)
~.- grC(it~) CS:. (l)"T ~.Yli:úì (A4-3-3)
g) The spectral density function of the output, which is also the MLM estimate
of the frequency wavenumber funct ion, is found by subst itut i n9 from eqs.
A4-3-2 into the quadratic form:
S(J (~) -= ~ -r r~1 a jJ G."" -I çll 1
= ~~ú) £S1' (-dJJ -I IS .(¿0 ß.r¿)J G. (l-;I:
€-T' lk) rsl~lTgtq,y.l.;) "a l- ~ll.:!~Jß1(t)J 'C (l¡l.~i _
=- - -l ~ (A4-3-4)grq.~) I5'da)) E. (l.,£:t
(A4-3-2a)
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Appendix 4-4
Deri vat i on of Optimal Response Funct i on for Uncorre 1 ated Sensor Noi seIe ) 12-
We wish to minimize S1(f) = ~ 5.w (l I GÅ.(~) with the
constraint that .,fl !l~) = 1 = l. ~..~f~) e- å 21t~*-..&Å.
Via Lagrangian multipliers:
~~:~ ~())~ IG,Jt) 1\ ).p) Lti C,JI)e-fn.. ,.i'¿-1.JG.(f) 1) A.-I ()N (A4-4-l)JG,
a) Take partials ~ c(~) and set to zero:
~ $',. q) G;a) + )'Jl) e - ~ h:t~,&-b. ~Ó
or _ "A.cl) e...¡21t:l~.4â
G JL (e) =- ~ ~ ;) s;.. q J
b) Take part 1 aia Ã(~) and set to. zero:
~ G . (.1) é~ 21t~;e .&Á. - 1- -: 0
.À~' A, 1) (A4-4-3)
c) Substitute value of G~(f) in A4-4-2 into A4-4-3, and obtain:
,c: (_ ).J-l) \ _ _
~ 2-&.(~) J 1. - 0
)"a) "" - ;i.Ç~ qi
d) Substitute value of ~ (f) into A4-4-2 and get final results:
/' (d\ -= e. 1 2." ~~ .t!~l:.. () J L ~ (A4-4-4)
,J(l£-) = ~ G,jl) e-~ 2"a'&Á.
K _~L~(~-~~.&~
-: z= e. l~
(A4-4-2)
or,
(A4-4-5)
...: l
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Appendix 4-5
Evaluation of correlation function of Fourier coefficients from a sensor pair
.. Tti. . Z .ß ;l
Let X ( f ) = J -- (::) ..6c) ¿"3 111' ~
.... i _ .,1'- A-
be the Fourier coefficient at f. , associated with the windowed time series
from sensor i. The window length is T sec. Then the correlation function:
+- r1i- .. 1'i.
2 ( X.; (1, ) X;: l).J l = S Jt S.lIl~ (:t,)Il; (:t,).. ( .t.. '"ê~ z..l. \'1 l." l.:t l.
~l g r -TI~ -1"1-
-ri- T/i-
-= S Jt S JtL Q-i -i. (;1,-1:.) m(i:)..:ÜJ;' ~2'ff. ;/'e" ~ 2.. lL 1;..
- rl1. - T(i- A. ~
Subst itute the density .funct i on associ ated with R ~ ~ (t., t 2- ):
= S.i., ç l' (..) S dt, ..l:. )el"(..- l. ):/'5 J: ..,,:L.) ëF'" (". -l J ;t
"J c9,?'i (a) w ~(.r-l,) vJ ("'-/1-)
where W( f) = 5 ..(*=) e- j.2.'W-f eA
- ~Ii.
If BW is the effective bandwidth of the transform of the window function
(which, for a cosine window is 8/3T ~ 2.6 Hz for T = 1 sec), then:
0 (f. -f ~ BW)2-
tfx~a,)x;(~~ ~ S'''~¡j Cl)j W (h)" IN (1)- ((. -~,.)) ~ ( fi -f ~ BW)2. -CJ 1
S~"'l a,) S ¡WC.; I J. (f i
=f
2-
- c:
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Appendix 6-1
Corrections to Frequency/Wavenumber Estimates due to Sampling
For a pressure waveform at locat i ~n r of length T, with an
approximately constant spectral density,)l~(f,!), across frequency band, W, wecan write: ,
/V i- T( i.
1'1o,'A (o!) = -+ r -t~ (':/;I)) J: -:wxffJ ((0, 4)
- -rli-
or:
T'/i.
4 c¡1 -:) -: ~ J.,1;', i. (~, ~),i
If we sample data at an interval A T, we can approximate this as:
I I AJ-I tJ-I
)lf (t, lj)~ ,J -r i:;;f(~ IA (-1, -"A T) AT -= :l -T ~ 'Ptw (.... T)
. where N = T/AT. In terms of the two sided discrete Fourier transform of the
raw, broadband mean square pressure, p;~(n T), thi s becomes:
T A)-I / -l=Jto,.lràl. _. i-r~ .1. i-JAf Ú, tJ -= ,~I --I ~ -f Z. P(1.Al) ea-. tV
1 D vv lf -0 n_ _ IJ_ _ M J
, ""-..o "'-,
where k n is the frequency term number corresponding to fo' and Af is the
coefficient spacing in Hz. Rewriting this as:
(.ß~' )AL)
~r¡,&J~~,!~~. P(j¿~)p(kIi.()r;J'f~é~21r tV 5
and recognizing that the quantity in brackets is zero unles k i = iN
(i integer), we have:
~~~o"" t¡.A.~ç Ij /1) -= ~~N 2: I P(k~) i-i
)(f l~., - i .I~4.~ !f"f
-A9-
, i
For data sampled exactly at the Nyquist rate, 1/ A T = 2W , where W is the
total bandwidth of the input, the spacing of the N (= T/ Â T) frequency
coefficients in the DFT is just:
;z w' _ ., W 'AT _ -lli- T-T
The number of terms (M) in the present band, W, is then:
H ~ VJlI-r = WT
We can rewrite the expressions for the density function as:
J q./ ~)
-,b _
:: -WiN . W ,
~ I P (.. à ~ ) /2.
WT
J cr., ~ ì - ( c.T) '2
.. ~Ao + --(,.
z:
.1:~o - ..1..
-
I P(~C.1) I L
M
or
-i
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Appendix 6-2
Lloyd Mirror Correct i on
Referring to Fig. 6-1, EDA represents a pure sinusoidal plane wavefront with
frequency f, arriving at a sensor at point A at time t. The vertical angle
i sot and hydrophone depth isBA = d. The sensor wi 11 also be i nfl uenced at
this moment bya surface reflected arrival that has traversed the extra
distance DC + CA. Assuming specular reflection:
LÉct) -: L8CA =(3
the geometry of the situation will be as shown. The extra distance travelled
is then:
OC+CA ~ ~oI D- 1-~;)ciJ
-= ;2&~o(
If the upcoming arrival is a pure sinusoidal plane wave with frequency f and
unit amp 1 itude, the waveform at A can be written as:
. . 0.;1 ( - i.cl C2 oJ J
e.1 I ;- e. c.
where we have assumed perfect reflection at the surface except for a
phase shift.The amplitude of the resultant waveform is then:
- cf'1 ~ CA i
(- e. ~o =-
1800
I
~~C:i1rl£~) I
